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On Setmdny mt I left it perked in e quiet told

ngu m home,
hind of tree-lined avenue undilturbed gy rowdy puny goers or drunken football Inns.

On Sunday morning I woke to ﬁnd ever! "1959"
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(dd; Jonathon ding starred in a
SECE television series about life
in America some 4 or 5 years ago
and filmed one of Alaska's massive
fur wharehouses and loving described some of the ‘wonderful coats
which could be bought there),
‘Jay Caiasczone was on her way back
from a family party. reflecting on
a rare momeot of celebration, her
mood changed when she was a few
yards from home in the village of
Crowhurst, East Sussex and saw a
hini adorned with rows oi spotlights. olzntihg against the fading
sunligntf l: her words, the 52 year
old teacher snapped , She ran in-

a

\

side to fin: an awe, the returned
and smashed up the hini, which oelonged t"C $78 man responsible for a
we

road accident at the same spot l8
months earlier in which her 20 year
old son, Simon, died, He had been
thrown from his Honda motorcycle,
hrs Calascione says, without remorse, that smashing the car ‘was the
best thing I ever did‘, (The
Independent 29,D,9Di,
‘Things got too much for author
nudno noiesic, He was arrested in
the street outside his Belgrade
(Yugoslavia) home attacking cars
with an ave, yelling ‘away with all
cars - they are the devil s worm,“
(Sunday Mirror ll,l,76l,
"
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£9! Bravery.

.

“avenge Dad's Xmas Card," "Stephen
Dwen is on bail charged with trying
to murder Kevin Taylor who served a
year of an id month sentence for
mowing down Dwen's l2 year old son,
Darren,“ {The Sun E6,l2,9l, p,l9l,
(hh; lt is extremely surprising
that more people have not attempted
to wreak revenge on the motorists
who have slaughtered their children, The WUﬁ0l,C1UD would like to
offer our commiserations to Stephen
for his loss and to empress our utmost admiration for having the guts
to do what he did, well done),

. A PETITION signed
. by 37,000 Sun readers

F

urging heavier jail terms

t’
-In"

for reckless drivers was

I‘ag

delivered to 10 Downing
Street earlier this month.
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ISSUE 2

B1eno$lPro$esL
the En31[9n@BQtL

llﬂtvrist 5h_D_0Il' t .

(dd; The government recently ran a
tv and press campaign to warm motorists against the perils of car
theft, I asked motorists to look
after their property, The film snowed hyenas breaking into cars to
drama ize the message and to denigrate car thieves, T e fact is, however, that hyenas protect the environment - motorists bugger it up.
It's about time the government
started campaigning against cars
because of the damage they are
inflicting on the environment,
_______ ....._
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CIVIC VENOM, o local terraist magazine coverino politics in 'ull.
issues nos. l,£,i,4,5,U,7,8.
£1.00 each iinc. p 0 pi.
duis orze "5 s; 5 copies £4.00; l0 copies £?.00; 20 copies £12.50. (All inc. p 0 pl.
TERRA, s cerroistlmag coverin, national, and glooal, arson politics.
issue no.
‘The Environmental Benefits of the Gulf Mgr‘ l2pp. @ £1.00 (inc, p @ p),
duls orse s; 5 COpi€5;£3.50; 10“ copies £6.00; 20 copies £11.00. ihll inc. p 0 p).'
Issue no.2: ‘The Carbon Tarts‘
'l5pp. 0 £i.00 (inc. p 0 pl.
'
Bulk orsers; 5 copies £4.00; i--\ . _.-1 copies £7.00; 20 copies £l2 50. (All inc. p 0 pl.
THE TERRA FIRM, a theoretical journal covering a variety of terraist topics.
' Issue no.1. ‘The Gulf War Had Nothing To Do With Kuwait
lfop. £1.00 <in"
19 L
Eula orsers; 5 copies £4.00; 10 copies £7.00; 20 cop iias £312. 50 I ‘(All 1'nc. E L.g 8‘.
)p
Issue no.2.
Provisional Proof For A Temporary Ban
‘
on the Car 24p £1.50 (p - pl.
_ ' orcers,
P ,- .c.n;>c copies £6.50; l0 copies £12.00; 20 copies £22.00. (All inc. p @ p .
Bulk
lssue no.3 ‘A Manifesto for the Earth‘
Forthcoming
36pp
£2.50 (inc p 0 p).
.
HAPPA MUNDI, maps out the dominant, anti~planetary, world view; establishes an Economic League to catalo us eco—crimes and a Greenlist of anti— reen superstarsu
Issue no.1. ‘Free at Lgst‘
20pp . @ £1.00 (inc. p @ p).8
Bulk orders; 5 copies £4.50; l0 copies ‘£8.00; 20 copies £14.
'
.Issue no.2. ‘The Preposterous World of the M0torist‘24pp. O W0 Sci"' (in
.
c'6 "2.
9
"
~
"h C)»-*0 O‘' . <AllL'
Bulk orders; 5 copies £5.50; l0 copies £lc.00;
P p Po p > .
20" copies
£22.
_lDC.
DOOM, DOOM, DOOM, AND DOOM,
rovides the evidence that oomans are pushing t e planet
to the brink of an ecological collapse.
Issue no.1.
Forthcoming
_
Also available:—
5
.
THE CARBON THEORY OF VALUE.
32pp
£2. 50 (inc p @ pl.
This pamphlet explores the social and political implications of global warming.
THE CASE FOR BANNING THE CAR.
l2pp £1.00 (includes p 0 pl.
BUlK orders; 5 copies £3.50; 10 copies £6.00; 20 copies £11.00. (All inc. p O p). I
.
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‘A petition signed by 37,000 Sun
readers urging heavier Jail terms
for reckless drivers was delivered
to IO Downing Street earlier this
month,“ (The Sun 26,l2,9l, p,l9),
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.s.;l§§§EXPOSING THE GLDBQL ECO-TERRURISTS
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iii) The Sunfsﬁompaisn
d5QlHSt_ReQKlsss_DFi!ers-
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ALL PAHPHLETS AVAILABLE FROM THE ADDRESS BELOW

WHY NOT BECOME AN ECO TERRA~IST?

Do you find yourself in a rage when you hear about
wildlife
being slaughtered, , ortureo l treated as _ ent.
ertainment or a cheap form or labour? Do you wish
those people who dislike wildlife would fuck-off to a
planet that ooesn‘t have any? Do you feel sick at the
sight of a oulldozer? Do you feel ill when planning
permission is given for yet another mass construction
proiect on a greenfield site? Do you feel incensed at
the_sound of a chainsaw? Do you feel sick to death
seeing over-privileged, over-fed, fat—faced, fatarsed,_beer-bellied, factory-pharm, politicians
receiving public acclaim for creating more Earth
wrecking jobs? are you appalled by the meoa regional
shopping centres for the criminal y inanel Do you

l

want to puke when socialists earning more than £3,000
a year start talking about global equality? Do you
wish you had a laser_guided§ heat seeking, missile in
your ackpack when you see off road vehicles tearing
uh the countryside? Do you wish corporate high fliers
playing splat-paint, war games in ‘adventure forests‘
would use live bullets? Do you want to push members
of the 'Domans First‘ brigade over the cliff? Do you
wish ireens who say they want to save the environment
and tgen drive around in cars would go and Join the
Lib Democrats? Do you hope battery p arm cretins who
want to cover the planet in concrete, crap. and crops
would et ESE?
lf so then this is the magazine for you,

PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY ‘THE MUNDI CLUB‘

45 ALBANY STREET SPRING BANK HULL

H113
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WE G0\|ERNMENT'S CHRRIOTS OF FIRE CAMPAIGN
Today, in Britain, there's a type of scavenger,
Motorists, who prey on defenceless pedestrians,
They show no compassion toward their victims.
Most environmental crimes are committed by motorists.
r
If your car hasn't killed anyone,
Yop're making life too easy for them. '
' Leave pedestrians unmolested and they're laughing.
To all motorists. Together we'll smash the Earth.
1
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The MUNDI CLUB is an independent, terraist, collective which publishes ‘CIVIC VENOM‘,
a local magazine focussing on green politics in Hull; ‘TERRA’, a national magazine
coverin national, and global, green olitics; 'MAPPA MUNDI' which maps_out ‘he
dominan§,
lanetless, world view of tﬁe global ruling elite and the consumer masses;
THE TERRA EIRM, a theoretical journal featuring a variety of terraist togics; and
DOOM, DOOM, DOOM, AND DOOM, a magazine which proves that oomans are push nﬁ the
planet to the brink of an ecological collapse. For further details see bac page.

V
HELP NEEDED
Help is desperatel needed to ret HAPPA hwmbl into
local alternative gookshops, All that needs to be
done is to ask the shop if they would stock the mag,
find out what the shop's discount is (usually between
20-ant), and then let us know - we'll take over from
there for all future distributions, If you do this
we'll send you the next two issues free_gj“cha1ge, At
the moment HAPPA HUNOI is available only in London,
(Compendium, Freedom, Bookmarks, Centreprizel, 'ull,
and Oxford so any help would be much appreciated,

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This issue is an offshoot of iyhe Case for Banning
the Car‘ (for details see back page), Some of those
who oougnt ‘Ban Cars' wrote to express their support,
offer critzcisms or provide information, I would like
to thank all those who responded but will leave a
fuller acknowledgement until the second issue of ‘Ban
Cars‘, (see the forthcomin» publication, ‘A Preliminary Proof for a Temporary gen on Cars‘ - details on
mack page),
-or providing some of the press clippings used in
this pamphlet l would like to thank Pat molly, Karen
woole, Qlémihdéf Croal and Jon Hirst, and thank Kellﬂ
ritcnell for his present,

WELCOME TO THE SECOND ISSUE
It was stated in the first issue of 'nappa Hundi'
that the whole of the next issue would be devoted to
3 gatirical analysis of the denatured, planetless
worldview of the motorist, During greparations for
the second issue of ‘ban Cars‘ 1
ecame more_and
more obvious that motorists aren't Just indifferent
to the mass slaughter they are causing on the roads
and the destruction they are wreaking on the planet,
they are insane, reality-defring, bigots who refuse
to listen to any criticism o t err precious loveobiects, As a consequence, there is little point in
trying to persuade them to give up their cars merely
by pregenting them with a comprehensive, detailed,
scientific case for banning the car, what is also
needed is an expose of their preposterous attitudes

in the hope that the shock might bring these pathetic, oomano-imperialists to their senses before they
totally ruin the planet's life sustaining nrocesses,
Future issues of ‘Hanna Hundi' will hoperu ly feature
further examples of the bizarre world of the motorist
so if you come across any loony motorist stories
please send them to the address on the back page,
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HE HAD THREE EYES
motorists involved in a car accident have to submit
an insurance claim in the hope that their insurance
company will cover the costs of the damage caused by
the accident. Over the years, hundreds of thousands
of motorists have filed insurance claims in which
tiey provide details about how the accident occurred
id why, of course, it wasn't their fault, whilst
rring to explain why the accident had absolutely
i hing to do with them (even though they were drunk
‘”-?“"‘no
f
blow drying their hair at the ime - if you think
this sounds ludicrous you'll need to read on) many
motorists find themselves involved in another head-on
ollision - this time with the English language.
T heir desperate attempts to twist the facts to exone rate themselves oiteh_resu1ts in grammatical blunde rs which not only achieve the direct opposite result
f rom_that intended, but turns an unfortunate, even
t ragic, sequence of events into a slapstick comedr,
we ave to thank the comic skills of Jasper Carro
for unEarthing these gut-wrenchingly funny, car
insurance claim whoppers,

Drive—in Bur er Bars.

(I)I\IIEi::

(nM- The opportunity for motorists to go out for a
meal without getting out of their orgasm-accumulators
has existed in America for a couple of generations
and this habit has become such a significant part of
people's lifestyles that is widely recognized as an
important part of America's cultural li e, Unfortunngelzi rnrse bad habits have begun to spread across
e ar ,

H’-12'?)

For example, one claim recently received by the AA‘s
insurance department was from a motorist who suffered
from the delusion that he had three eyes, “when the
accident happened I_had one eye on a parked car,
another on approaching lorries and another on the
woman behind “
' The self serving fantasy stories found in car insurance claims aren't just an insight lDl0_lhE educational culpabilities of the average Brutish motorist,
Nor are t ey just a revelation o the lengths to
which gngpnganly fair, decent and law_abi ing motorists wil go to put the blame for their acci ants on
others, whether these might be disabled pedestrians,
children in prams, or even, if at all possible, inanimate obiects, Most importantly, the; are a prime exnmple of the preposterous world in w ich motorists ,
ive,
This pamphlet aims to expose the wide range of motorists‘ preiudices, stupidities_and arrogance, The
sooner their outlook on life is compre ensively ridiculed, reviled, and then dismantled, the better the
chances of saving the planet from auto-destruction,
<Z;1"\l3i

ii)

i)

He told his insurers;

“When the accident happened I had one eye on a.
I parked car, another on
approaching lorries and
another on the women
' behind.“
The triple vision was
one oi‘ the zanieet crash
claims sent to the A.A‘e
insurance department.

CAR-BUNCLE
THE PREPOSTEROUS WORLD-UIEN
OF THE MOTORIST
INTRODUCTION.
THE MOTORIST WHO THOUGHT

HEARD the one about the
three-eyed motorist?

(IlI;II_.'I'I_Il§iIEZ

Drive-in Cinemas.

_,

r

Hackney Borough council officers have given germission for a 2,0 0 car drive-in cinema to be he d for a
trial period of four weekends on wick FlE1d,5& 35
acre site of common land, (Hackney_Gazette 2t,6,9l),
(HM; America's drive-in tradition is slowlg catching
on 1h_BTll&lﬂ, Not content with covering_t e countryside in coagulated oil slicks and poisoning the atmosphere, motorists also want to destroy wha is left
of the I:ou n t r y ‘s , few _ remainin
_
Q sites of common land
,
by organizing drive-in-cinemas, The average motorist
believes they are entitled to drive their cars wherever they like, whenevever they like and bugger the

consequences),
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First church service in Britain for ‘motorists and
road users,‘ (Guardian 6,5,9l, p,l),
(HM; America's drive-in-church services have also _
spread to the land of the Bruts, However, the Americans are still one step ahead since ther also provide
drive-in funerals, Surely it can't be _oo long before
motorists start openly worshipping their cars.),
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‘New York city wags plan to erect a monument on the
corner or lath Street where the first American was
killed by a car in I889,“ (Daily Mirror l3,c,9l,
-,

I I

(nh; bometimes cars aren't so bad after al =.,

disgruntled teenagers),
vi)

Batting.

inn; Hotting, on the other hand, is a relatively new
phenomenon in Britain, The difference between joy
riding and hotting is that whilst the former is
indulged in by a few individuals for their ooh edification, the latter involves a large group of people
who carrr out car stunts or races tor an audience.
High per ormance cars are stolen so that notters can
put on impromptu displays for friends in their own
community, One of the main hotting communities was
the Blackbird Lees council housing estate in Oxford
where large crowds used to watch the displays, “we
have seen the roads lined with sightseers - mums and
dads with kids as young as six, l was like a roadshow," (Oaily Mirror 3),d,9l, p,7), hotting takes
place in disintegrated communities which cannot or
will not take action to stop what is going on,
Hotting reduires a degree og organizing since a number of people are needed to help protect the hotters
from being caught by the police, "These gangs use CB
radios ant scan police waveoands to foil us and its a
constant battle of wits,“ said Supt Paul Taylor of
Oxford Police, (Oxford Courier l5,5,9l, p,5),
Sometimes the hotting displays are organized in advance and word is quickly passed around, “People come
from miles around to watch this event at A o'clock in
the morning,“ (Oxford Courier l6,5,9l, g,S),
Hotters also enjoy baitin» the police, hey encourage
the police to chase them gecause they know they can
escape by leading the police into ambushes, After
being showered with stones and bottles the police are
forced to call off the chase,
The final characteristic of hotting is that after the
cars have been used in displays they are then torched, In T991, El cars were torched in Olackbird Lees,
The number increased dramatically the following year
and by nay some 22 cars had been destroyed,
However, not all the cars are torched, home are just
dumped, “A stagderino 2,040 cars worth £lO million
were stolen in Oxford in T990,‘ (Daily Mirror
ll,l,9l), In fact some hotters don't even bother to
dump the cars but simply leave them outside their
homes because they know they won't be arrested by the
police, Because magistrates tend to caution hotters
for the first dozen or so offences, it simply isn't
worth the police's time and effort to arrest them,
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no UNLEAOEO

A

you DON'T rmvc to aura LEAD TO swam nuseen

P -"

W "Es

(Mn; This is quite true, But then again you don't
need to take oil out of the ground o see it burn,
well done, Saddam, Take deep breaths you Earth
raping, sheikh shits),
Q8 THE ONLY PLACE FOR LEAD IS ON A CHURCH ROOF
(Mn; well why do theg nick lead from churches thenll,
Q8 UNLEAOE wON‘T OREVE YOU CRAZY
lhh; Perhaps not, but Saddam Hussein will, well done,
Saddam),
THE LORD SHELL PROwiOE
(hm; And, hopefully, the lord shell taseth away preferably as soon as possible),
JOIN THE GREEN PARTY
inn; Then you can own a car with a clear conscience),
VOTE GREEN
(hh; Then everyone on the planet, all 6 billion, can
have a car Just like me),
JOIN FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
(on; Then everyone on the planet can have a car like
me ,
BO GREEN - FEEL GREAT BP
(hn; You can tell how dated this one is because nobody feels great about green politics anymore, People
have forgotten they live on planet),
SAVE THE HHALE
(Ah; This one was spotted on the back of a Nissan
car, It's one of the nundi club's favourites because
it reveals all too clearly that some motorists are
totally off their planet),
wORLO wIOE FUND FOR NATURE save THE AMAZON RAINFOREST
inn; This is Just out and out hypocrisy, Massive,
open cast, iron ore mines have been created in the
Amazon which have destroyed hundreds of thousands of
acres of rainforest, The ore is smelted using charcoal which is created by roasting trees taken from
the surrounding forest, nrllions of tonnes of iron
ore are being mined, smelted and then emported to be
used in millions of cars manufactured around the
world especially in the EC and Japan,
Thankfully, however, the wwF eventually realized its
absurdity, "The world wide Fund for nature is no
longer producing car stickers,“ (Econews Aug T993),
The question which has to be asked is why so many
people who own Japanese cars feel they need to display green bumper stickers? Perhaps the following
info might trigger off an unpleasant guilt trip,
"Japan is the world's largest importer of tropical
rainforest timber, nany oi the logging companies
belong to the same multi-national corporations which
manufacture well known cars,

lbumeﬁazldss

inn: Ram raiding is a relatively new crime in Oritain
even though it has been common in America for many
decades and has even appeared in a few films; Reouteo
to have first appeared in Newcastle it has now spreao
around the country),

viii)
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v)
joyriding.
(An; Joyriding is another American invention but

whilst in America this anarchic form of behaviour was
rapidly transformed by entrepreneurs into a wide variety of spectator sports which over the decades have
become extremely popular, this did not happen in
Britain where there is the occasional outburst by

E
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PLEASE DO NOT SMOKE IN HY CAR
(nn; The car clan‘ sbmoke buut
‘
SENS AL: Q
L
(hm; This is an example of green vacuousness, There
is no such thing &S_UHlE8dE{ petrol, All petrol
contains lead erenugfononﬁ ggDggd§gT$g it),
L
L
inn; As if the biggest threat to kids was being_
poisoned rather t an being knocked over - A00 'i1led
in Britain each year),
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The World Wildlife Fund for
Nature has decided to do away
with its popular car stickers,
after getting a "pasting" from
party member Bob Davis.

ument on the comer of
74th Street and Central
Park tn/est where the ﬁrst

0,, cs
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The Japanese multi-national corporations listed below
imported the following amounts of rainforest timber;lc i-Kan logged 1,039,000 cubic metres of wood - owns
the Isuzu car company,
Fuyo logged 1,030,001 cubic metres of wood - owns the
Nissan car company,
Hltiul logged 474,000 cubic metre; gf wood - OWNS the

Toyota car company,

hi subi logged AS ,000 cubic metres of wood - owns
the ditsubi car company,
South East Asia lSS7, Source; Hadfield and Kurode.
‘Japanese brand names unconnected with the lggging_
trade are Susuki and Honda," (Rob Harrison ‘c hicai
Consumer‘ The Globe 0ct-November 199? p.lll.

SPENDING THE KID'S INHERITANCE
_
(HM; This is the one that says it all, what else is
there to say other than we either exterminate
motorists or they‘l1 exterminate us),

ix)

Cor,Wersed!ert§;

,

(nn; in the run up to Xmas T990, Irv and Channei_4
transmitted a couple of adverts which seemed a little
contradictory, As part of its foad safety campaign,
the government ran a commercial featuring a beau iful, curly haired child looking teariuliy into the _
camera lens whilst a voice-over informed viewers that
over S00 yids were being killed or seriously insured
every month,
_
A few adverts later, during the same intermission, My
there was almost 1Hv&?1&DlY a commercial for Cod Uﬁhb
vl0EOS volumes i, 2, S, "and now volume A“, This gonmerciai contained dramatic footage of ail sorts of
vehicles running out of control, smashing into_a variety of obstacles ano then being thrown into the air
and rolling over ano over and over before eventgaiit
bursting into flames or blowing up, etc, etc.. (be
voice over, probably that of an alternative comedian,
stoke lyrically of the new video which showed,
'?hPlllS, spills; crashes and smashes," in the run up
to Xmas lSSl the adverts reappeared to announce that
further CAR wan videos were now on sale, And then

people wonder why hotting became such a fashion in
the early 1950s, was it Just chance that there were
so many hotting events during this period?
nowever, it has to be suggested that the reason
hotting became so popular in Oxford was a prete5t_
agaihs the top-cop series, ‘norse‘, Everg story in
this series, which was watched regularly y_0ver I4
million eople, featured a wide range of torfy-nosed
gits Wllﬁ a SSC accent such as academics, artists,
actors, doctors, aristocrats, novelists, broadcasters, clergypersons, etc,, but not one was devoted to
local people with their own peculiar, local accent.
The number of occasions when the real before accent
was heard was negligible, It was ii those who prod"
uced the programme believed that local people weren‘t
interesting enough to be featured in, let alone
become the centre of, a story,
when the horse film crew arrived in wood Farm, 8
e
council estate in Headington, for a couple of days 0?
shooting, many of the locals must have believed that
at long last they were going to appear in one of the
programmes - perhans the real Dxforo accent would
then become as wel -known as the Cockney or Geordie
accent, However, by the time the story hit the
, _
screens, all that was left was a three second shot of
a delocationalized road followed by a scene inside B
council house,
0 _
.
Sein ignored is a demoralizing experience but being
let gown was worse amd many young people in Oxford
must have concluded that the onl way they were going
to get on television and attain iheir own degree of
fame was to engage in a bit of amateur dranatics of
their own,
-
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Car boot sales are yet another part of the drive-in
tradition imported rom the US and have become firmly
established in Britain, Thousands are organized
across the country every Sunday, To modern consumers
it's an exquisite combination of shopping and driving, Having spent most of their weekdays in the shopgini mall what better way is there of spending their
Sunday afternoons than by selling the fucking trash
they‘d acquired during t eir last shopping frenzy.
The most popular car at car-boot sales is a beetle
because motorists can watch over their goode 500
haggle over prices whilst sitting in their front
sea s,

As awful as it mi ht be to have to talk about such a repulsive subject, some
motorists are in §0ve with their cars.

The trouble with this seemingly innocuous pastime is
that most car boot sales are not held on one of the
thousand acre car parks which seem to have become so
common all over the country but on surplus farmland
or on green spaces, It is almost as if motorists
regard car boot sales as an opportunity to drive
their cars over greenfield sites to which they would
not otherwise have hao access,
The churchill hospital in Dxforo owns a huge area of
pastureland in Heaoington, which it has been busy _
covering in car parks and spanking new medical facilities, and has starteo holding car boot_saies on one
of the pastures it has not ye covered in sement, As
a result of the cars being driven across it and thousands of people trampling all over it, the thick,
rough grass is being worn away ang large bare patches
of Ear h have started to appear,.Eventually it will
degenerate into a lifeiess field of mud, Even worse,
lust around the corner, the massive car parks that
these medical Earth rapists have laid down, remain
virtually empty, Just in case such vitriol may seem
inap ropriate or such an august body, for many years
the €hurchill used to dump 1 s rubbish over the side
of a beautiful, wild valley at the edge of one of its
pasture fields, Clearly the good doctors are only
concerned with ooman health rather than environmental
health although quite how these guacks manage to
divorce the two is beyond the hunoi club),
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I LIKED the car sticker’

that said: "Spending the
kids‘ inheritance."
Pl-IOEBE GUHHIIIG.
Glacton-on-Sea, Essex
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P, J, 0‘Rourke: “There are a number of mechanical
devices which increase sexual arousal, particularly
in women, Chief among these is the nercedes Sen:
SSOSL convertible",
(hh; PJ obviously enjoys riding his multi-horse
nowered dildo),
van Keeping; “Trucker Ivan weeping stunned his
girlfriend by telling her; “I love my lorry more than
love you," He articulated, "I am obsessed by ll,
when I am not driving my lorry l am underneath
cleanin» it, l‘m like a lunatic," (The Sun ld,5,Sl3,

ponded to a questioner who criticized the lacs of
mass transit in Australia by duipping that Australians would never have decent mass transit since they
were hopelessly locked into their "auto-eroticism“,"
(ouoted in, Stephen Schneider ‘Global warming, Are we
Enterin the Greenhouse Century?‘ The Lutterwortn
Press, Eambridge lSS9 p,32Sl,

TRUCKEB Ivan Keeping stunned his gmfrfend by tolling her: "I ova my lorry more
than I love you."
He also confessed he carries a snap of the
£55,000 38-ton truck next to his heart—but
no photo of Diane King.
Ivan said would rather stay behind after work to

polish his cab then go home and get jugger-naughty

with Diane.
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TRUNK ROUTE: Ion hits the road in his pink Capri with 0 25H tree on top
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DRIVER Richard Goldberg is double-glazing his
Bentley so he can listen
to his favourite pop tapes
as loud as he wants.
He is fed up of being
stopped by police and told,
to turn down his £7,000’
15-speaker car stereo.

£15,000
0 So he
k ismpaying
0750001000
,,‘f3,,,‘_§,“§'.,,§,,,,,~? '
7-,4,._= gymy/i;,,,,;,~_0;3
l'$-I-1"-(Z

working on the grossl self indulgent, and fuck-theEarth, principle of ‘0othing‘s Too Good for my Car‘,
"Driver Richard Goldberg is double glazing his Bentley so he can listen to his favourite pop tapes as
loud as he wants," (Daily Mirror l3,4,92),
(IZ1°&]¥i-—-II)III1°x(:ZEE§.

1) P_£l9TC_€!_¥;b_§i_ILliL,f_l§5~
James Lovelock: “The three deadl
Kenneth E Boulding: “An automobile Cs: Cars, Cattle and Chainsaws, as
is a species Just like a horse, It need not be fanatical and ask for
lust has a more complicated sex
them to be banned; it wnu1nn'i
life and detachable brains which
work," (‘Gaia, The Practical
guide it," (quoted in Norman hyers, Science of Planetar Medicine‘ Gaia
The Gaia Atlas 0f Future world's, ,Books Lto London 195i, p,l76l,
Challenge and Upportunit in an Are
, 0- t
~
.-_

,,,
sea
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ly JAMIE PYATT

‘Spontaneous ejaculation, apparently, is the occupational hazard of motor racing; a man‘s love with his
car is serious stuff, Ur so says Keith Sotsford, the
former motor racing racing editor of the Sunday limes
,,, Although only one racing driver has ever admitted
to him tha he had an orgasm on getting into his car
for the first time, Bots ord is convinced that stained- iumpsuits
are far from uncommon
on the Grand Prim
.
_
circuits of the world, The confession does more than
brin a new meanino to the cliche, ‘the thrils and
spills of motor racing‘," (Quoted in Heathcote _
llilliams, ‘Autogeddon Jonathon Cape, London l9Si,

are ‘ “Pg;
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eSl1e,C0e: “bo Porsche driver Leslie Coe beeileﬂn
lhel 015 50990 Al l4$mD0,Ha5 W@i1,H1l01" 015 CADADI1"
Ills? because Of 015 P551"? Edpsflsnﬁs-“ l9B11Y
HITPDP 7.5.913.
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‘Barry iﬂﬂéil "Barry Jones, Austraiia‘s federal
minis er for science, customs and small business res-
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Q:

‘hadcap motorist lan Johnson gas put a 25 foot Xmas
tree on the roof of his car, Startled shopers stared
as Ian took his tree for a drive,“ (Daily Mirror
l9,l2,9l),
A
(HM; who sa s we aren't living 1n_a world turned upside down w ere cars are given priority over the
Earth‘s life sustaining processes and where trees are
treated as a decoration or as an object of amusement
by car-cinogenic diccheadsll,
LMHLY
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of the nearest motorway, Didn't you
learn anything while you were couped up li e a chicken?‘ (nhl, p,l3l,
In early Februar , a couple of months after his reiurn to England, an
article on ITV showed Terry, surprise, surprise, getting into his
triumph midget whi ch ad been regaired by his friends whilst he'd
g?h“ag1°0§é1i0 g?§rTYf§2:d§§9053Yet funny but is soon as these ecoloeen couped up in his cell thinkin
. 9
it
9 “ ‘» ‘" , I ‘E
ists turn awa iron tne natural
teeth
into
a
goog
about
getting
his
btr9100 ?0a}= 3“? Feples iii? ii’
gorld and stari taliing about the
roast chicken, He was then shown
setting off for a spin,
So there we are, T he nundi club‘s
iﬁa Sunday Times, lS90 p,A9),
e“°‘°9Y’understanding of t he mentality of
inn; was this proiligate carbon
ii) Greenlist. Consumer
Earth-rapist motor ists proved to be
nurd really em p loyed as an editor
""c*--- -- tr_ -=----all too accurate, One wonders what
of a wadical left wing iournallll, Te§.up§;Si§?ry0%?rI»,g;?§C§*010t00
was going through his mind as he
Stephen Schneider‘' “l agree we
Y
"'’pl'
out in the first issue or happa
iuntered throug t he countryside d°“'t w3?t t° cut Ofg DU” U55 °f
hundi‘ that after being couped up
‘l believes in the cod almighty,
coal, oi anc. natura gas; nor do
in 0 tin 0011 fa,
f,0e
i
.
years Terry all knowing, bless ed, pure and
we ta“i t° aDa“d°“ 9"’ Ears-."°
waite celebrated his return to
wholesome ut, fuc k the planet,
EOVlPOH§Eﬂt&% groug l knowloi eyer y,00000 0100 0 5100 00 0003 0f
let‘s kick un some dust, The only
pro
ose
suc
_an
a
surg_po
icy,
-0
,
_
time I get c ose t o Nature is when
E00?00a1 0arm1ng. p 000]‘
roast chi:ken perhaps a battery
th
.*
f
S c
pharm ihiiken? The hundi club sta- 0 the wind‘5 whigtli ng through my
n', his is- e voice
_ o rea i .m
.
, i‘ f".
' ,.
hair as I dash thr ough the countryside in my Mid e ‘ Verily, here we
scientists on global warming, erra 000 0000 00 00 000 to get 030; to
have a man of ihe cloth who can t
help us),
normality is to take an envigorat- see the Earth for the God in his
ing dash down the wide open spaces eyes),
0

w rho Rt“-“""=‘°“= nliii-to 3 lllalrm ll,,ll‘l‘l§l,li3”“li~Z"
§ei’2i'ai§”l,l’l "l°l’i"i ,Z°l.-‘.;‘,;i-, so
or so
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Rowan Atkinson: is ‘in love with
his cars - the bigger and faster
the better,‘ He was banned from
driving for a fortnight and complained, ‘l hated it, It was like a
huge chunk of my life had been
removed, l didn t believe that I
could miss something so much, 1
don't go on trains and I only use
taxis occasionally in Centra
London, Most of the time I drive
nyseif around, even on a working

day.‘ (Hull Mail S,l2,90, p,5l,
I05: wot a dick ‘ed. Such is the
state of enlightenment amongst the
country's alternative comic establishment, Doubtlessly, one day
he'll be invited to take part in a
mega-media fund raising concert in
aid of some worthy green cause),
Phii Cool: ‘when v comedian Phil
Cool decided to do green he traded
in his Mercedes for a vw golf
umwelt diesel,“
{M01 what a step forward for green
politics, whatever is he going to
do next - buy brown bread. Perhaps
the carbon tart midht be interested
to learn that, “volvswagen has a
ranch covering an area he size of
one of Brazil s north-eastern
states, and transformed the forest
there into cattle pasture using
fire, The fires ooh t bring any
benefit to the local people, the
poorer population, They only transform wealth, that is trees, into
ashes,‘ (Guardian i,9,3B, p,El; and
that, “The EC were involved in destroying l00,000 square kilometres
of the Amazon in the name of dirt
cheap iron ore for European foundries,“ (duardian S,7,Sl, p,£9l, And
Just who uses this iron orell Such
is the ecological depravity of the
oomano-imperialist, alternative
comedians providing comic fodder
for the pianetless, factory pharm
dross),
John Travolta; “loves fast cars and
once owned a £300,000 fleet of
them.‘ (Daily Mirror 7.9.91),
Eric Clapton; bought a “l98c Alfa
Romeo six-cyclinder Super Sports
Cabiiolet
for 57,000,” (The People
._L5,J,9l),
g .
Midge Ure; “has gone car-azy and

better.
the point where three years ago he was
banned from driving for a fortnight.
“I hated it,“ he said. “It was like a huge
chunk of my life had been removed. I didn't
believe that I could miss something so much.
I don't go on trains and I only use taxis
occasionally in Central London. Most ofthe
time I drive myself around, even on a
working day. I don't ﬁnd it stressful -— more
of a therapeutic antidote to show-business.
Phil Cool bought his after deciding to get rid of his 2.5 litre
I6-valve Mercedes when he found
he couldn’t have it ﬁtted with Ll
catalytic converter.
"Environmentalists have made
it plain that we must look after the
world,” he said.
“Thinking about that, I thought
l’d better sort my own life out. I

need a car for work, so it's got to
be ii clean one."
Even though ii lot of TV

comics prefer to be seen in fast,
flush cars, Phil has no complaints about his modest VW
and jokes about his mates sniffing the exhaust because it’s so
clean.

IS big-spendmg liabits and

superstar when their ain't any life
on the planet? For billions o
.
years t e Earth has been evolving a
wide array of different life-forms
but now, it seems, the planet's got
to evolve around Jeremy s career ,

Chris Eubank: It was reported that,
‘two spanking new His-and-Her,
white, Vogue SE Range Rovers had
been spot ed parked outside the

home of super middle weight
champion, 'hris Eubank,“ (Daily
Mirror il,l.9ll,
(MM; he used to have two but one of
them is off the road at the moment
after having flattened a navvy.
what a knock out),
-ﬁve pour mmcaﬂ n-r- '-N

Big money
in Eubank

*AC-I-RESS Jodie Foster, * WE spotted two
spanking new HisWho léce-“HY did Q
and-Her, white, VogueSE Range Bowers
major Tviodvelﬁsement
ﬁarked outside the
bl’ H°"d° ¢°'5 I"
fightﬂﬂ home of super
Joponf drives 0 Swedish
mi dleweilght champion, Chris ubank. Q
59° b.
Both motors had
fygpﬂ-]Lym)RQ@Q ,;:;_.q2_
leather iilpholstery,
phones an all the incar goodies money can
buy. The basic price
of the vehicle - without
any of the fancy gear is 36,470.
____il

|

'

a_series of moVl€_ flops rechunui_Iunn_tm>:near
financial rum.
.
t

The star loves ﬁast cars
and once owned a. £300,000
ﬂeet of them. He bought
himself no less than
three jet a.l.rcra.ft soon
after making Grease and
a 1'7-acre Spanish-style
ranch in Santa. Barbara.
California.
He had to sell it in 1988
and buy a modest fourbedroom home in Florida, near Dayt-on_a.

splashed out nearly £l00,000 on two
classic Porsches. a Sunbeam Alpine

Beach, which will be his
family home. His per-

and a Harley Davidson bike,“ (Daily
Mirror l9,8,9ll,

(Mn; Ddubtlessly he'll also be invited to take part in some trendy

Mideein
-em
top gear

light green benefit gig to save the
planet ,
Jeremy lrons, “l need a car in
spite of all its negative aspects

concerning the environment,‘ The
Irons‘ family have two cars, a vol-

‘i Midge Uﬁiiﬁ
SCOTS

kswaden and an audi-duattro estate,‘ (Radio Times, 26,l09l p,23l,

_
gone CAR azy
since splittin from for-

(MM; Audi is a subsidiary of good
old environmentally sensitive volc-

me!‘ 81'0"!) UFIHWQX and

“I'm aware that we are profligate
with the earth’s resources,” he says.
“I justturnoff lights‘’ yes,Iknow it’s
pathetic.” And does he hate cars? “I
rely on them like everyone else._I
like to think that, whenever possible, I take alternative transport, but
thesadfactislneedaearinspiteof

* IT was a beautiful
car. A 1984 Alfa
Romeo six-cglinder
Suger Sports abriolet
an it was the star lot of
an auction of classic

swagen, 0h dear, Jeremy has to fin-

wifc Annabel Giles.
He has s lashed out

advance his career, And how else
can he win the adulation of the

f;¢a:|s|:cA|oi:1s§ ,,‘§,’1§ ﬁ. an Its negatlve aspects C°T1C@1'111T1g gaunt figure in spectacles wa_s determined to
ley-Davigson bike.
the environment.
secure it and turnedup

ance the Earth-rapists in order to

masses if he doesn't do his bit to
bugger up the environment? How can
he star in programmes condemning
the car (Jeremy read out Heathcote
Hilliams‘ poem 'Autogeddon‘ on
B802) if he doesn't ave a car to
get him to the studio? But herefs
he rub, how's he going to remain
an enormously weal hy, consumer
I

nearIy£l00,800onTWO
i ' P h
s -

-

star
5 The
nds motoﬁmad
hours restoring

tlieem at his London
h m buying
aﬂ
ﬁe, the Wm from
jviidge, at nmnber 19
Wm‘ “Once
dd 0°”
Hem’
says:
I start
tinkering I lose myself.”
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ild mannered Rowan Atkinson is
hardly the epitome of passion and power. But
the rubber-faced funny man harbours a
steamy secret few people know about. He's in
love with his cars —- the bigger and faster the

TTre'i)(HiY miklwk 7- ‘I-‘H

rm

The upside,” he admits With 3 rue-

ful laugh,“is that I love driving and
have done ever- since
I bought my
ﬁrst car, a Morris Minor, for a ﬁver.
I like driving at night on empty
roads (Ireland is a great place to do
this) and I like best of all to go fast.”

i

cars
held'I‘he_'
in rather
Pebble
Bejich.

in erson.
Eventually, the motor
was knocked down for
£57,000.
Sold
to
Mister
Eric Clapton.
THE f’£=0P1.E'-'
257 E'"‘- ‘fl

The Rama-nmej 2e.10.‘?:.,»23-2v.
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Al Pacino; (MM: Famous for his role
as Michael in the ‘Godfather’ he's
pictured here in what is his most
violent role to date - a motorist.
The car has murdered more people
than the mafia could ever ope to
get away with),
odie Foster; “Actress Jodie
Foster, who recently did a major tv
advertisement for honda, drives a
svedish saab,'
Anthony Hopkins; ‘Celebrated his
recent oscar win by driving halfway
across america, Reveals the star,
‘I love driving," (Daily Mirror
lS,4,92l,
(MM: Cleary, he's even more of a
loony than Hannibal the Cannibal).
Elton John; ‘Motor mad superstar
Elton John has beaten hundreds of
rivals in the race to buy the world's fastest road car - he new
Jaguar XJ220, Elton will fork out
£400,000 to tame delivery of his
2i2 mph dream machine in 0ctober,
The super rich star owns In cars
already, (Daily Mirror l5,A,9£l,
(MM: Just what can you say about
such levels of filthy decadence?),
Ben Elton: “I rejoice in the
freedom given by the private car,
Cars are wonderful," (Interview
with Jonathon Ross, Channel A
l8,3,92l.
(MM; This quote might surprise
those who thought hat Neb Notle‘s
latest whacky novel, ‘Borelock',
might be a denunciation of the car,
He wants a decent public transport
system so that people can enjoy
their cars. 0f course, he doesn't
make the slightest attempt to provide an ecological justification
for such a platitude, it might have
been thought that he. of al of the
alternative comic establishment
figures, renown for his political
correctness, might have come out
with the arguments as to why the
car is fucking up the plane but
no, the ecological cretin chooses
to pander to he Earth-rapist establishment and the consumer dross
who idolize cars, Presumably he believes the heads of the wor d's
multi-national car corporations sit
around in their penthouses manufacturing cars through some immaculate
conception withou affecting the
planet's ecology whatsoever, presumably, given is sense of humour,
through some form of excretory
function, “Uhhhhh, oops" says Lee
lacocca, "here comes another Ford
Granada‘; ‘Wait a minute“ says
Robert Eaton, “I can feel another
Mercedes coming“ bluuuurrrbbbb,
‘Yes here it is“; "0h god“ screams
Robert Lutz, “I've rust got to
shuffle off to the bog-‘ouse to
eject this Fiat transit van or else
I'll never be able to manufacture
another Uno,' End of latest novel.
This comic-goon shouts his gob off
about the exploitation of t ird
world peoples and then supports the
products of such exploitation, He's
iust gobbing over his own words . Uh

tgh; There are an increasing number
o consumer superstars oin» voiceovers for car commercials, Advertising agencies believe that using
well-kgown and well loved YQIEES
not on y gives the commodities a
degree of status out, according to
Gethin Stout of top advertising
agency Chiat Day the advantage of
using celebrity voices is often
subliminal, flhe secret is to reassure the viewer that the commeriial1is,2aboye aily_truthfu1,“ (The
eop e T ,4, 2, p, 3),
Michael Douglas; "Fatal Attraction
giir gichie Dougias was paid
-(0 00 o say
words for a
Nissin car commercial - which works
out at £26,300 a word,“ (The People
l2,A,9§, p,l2-T33,
Chris iarrant; “There's no use _
pretegdiggewhy i didnsoemggy iyoice
overs ,
mon "
av
n
as
probably paid foi my house and my
ercedes - so I don t knock it,‘
(The People l2_A,92, p,t2-T3),
(MM; Don't worry Chris, we ain t
going to pretend either),
_
an cShane; Does voice overs for
Nissan cars, (The People l2,4,92,
v
P ,l2-T33,
,

to put up with a ‘Let s-save-theplanet-for-the-sake-of-our-cars
enefit 1g‘ starring Neb Nolte and

alohe the multi-national corporation which owns Nissan imported
l,030,000 cubic metres of wood from

erra, are up really going tg have

Rgwena Q%k1n5Qn?)'

I5-4-'71. 'I714':"'UfH1Y mmcale
ANTHONY Hopkins celebrated
Oscar win by driving
Griff Reece Jones: (MM; Does a
America. Welshvoice-over for some Earth-raping
Bost Actor
machine, Doubtlessly he'll also be
Lambs, took off
be
asked
to
do
a
turn
for
some
save
0-day motoring
§
9o4'5
the planet gig. when this, ‘Let-ushoidoy.
save-the-planet-for-our-cars beneRavudsthostun"llovodrivi1g.lcl|'ovo
fit gig‘ takes place with the counthrough Wyoininginodoy, crossodtho
tryfs entire alternative comic estborder ‘Into Montana than drove right
ab ishment doing a stint it might
ocrossTexos
be worthwhile s ipping into the car
park to photograp the Earth-wrecking machines hey've used to get to
GAS-G UZZLING Prince the
and then working out ow
Charles ordered his 1 6-mile- much gig
environmental destruction has
a-gallon Bentley Turbo to be been caused by putting these

isdill

driven to Czechoslovakia for machines on t e road),
just FIVE DAYS use.
iv)
Qieen
.C.oi.r-.si.1..e.c._$.The move came less than a. week
after the green Prince urged curbs
on thirsty vehicles and said ears
were “monsters” wrecking our
environment.

(MM; Believe it or not there are
actually greens who seem to be worried abou criticisms of the car},
Jonathon Porritt; Advertises a
green motoring organization,

MOTOR mad pop superstar Elton John has
beaten hundreds of rivals in the race to buy
the world's fastest road car - the new Jaguar
'77-IF 00117 mil/20/L /5‘? 4-92.
IXJ220.
'

Elton will fork out £400,000 to take delivery of his
212mph dream machine in October.
Am Elton John aide
said “He has a large
private collection of
(hm; Porritt's included here althocars.
ugh he does not own or drive a car,
“And he buys and sells
T e environment made him famous,
models quite frequently.
provided him with a job and now
“But I believe this is his
he's advertising a motoring organfirst Jaguar.“
ization which provides no ecologThe super-rich star,
who is reckoned to be
ical justification for cars),
worth £l00million, owns 14
Penny Hemp d Derek wall; “ihe ‘Sun’
cars already, including an
claims in shocked headlines that
aquamarine Bentley.

Greens would ban the car, yet even

iii)

Qociessing.

(Nh' DDh'l forget that in 009 year

TalﬁIDTQ5t5 aTUUnd

Jack Lemon

the WDPldl,

many members of the Green party shy
away from criticizing this deadly
but necessary component of modern
living, Greens would like to see
fewer cars but realize that providing people with alternatives is
be ter than forcing them off the
road,‘ (‘A Green Manifesto for the
1990s‘ Penguin, London i990 p.66),
(MM; Don't be fucking stupid, Have
you ever tried coaxing motorists
out of their mating machines whilst
they're in mid-spasmil,
Derek wall; ‘Cars will have to take
on a very much reduced role in the
future, ,,,simglistic, ignorant
calls for us a l to give up the car
tomorrow without support, sychological ties will be arder to overcome than the physical problems of
getting from A to B, Emotional ties
towards our protective, personalized, shiny transit shells will be
difficul to break," (p,4Bl;
Air Commodore John Langston: The
President of the National Society
for Clean Air ,,, drives a ford
sapphire,
(M ; Please excuse us for a moment
whilst we roll around the floor
trying to control this hysterical
fi of laughter, lt has often been
alleged that bloodsports' enthusiasts infiltrate animal rights‘
groups to sabotage their campaigns,
n such cases it s impossible to
detect the infiltrators, There are
cases, however, where it wouldn't
be that difficult),
Sarah Parkin: Drives a ECV,
'J
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Anita Roddick; VD golf uuwelt
diesel,
(HM; It seems all too s‘|bolic_that
Anita drives a volksgro ten, First
of all volksgrotten go into the
Amazon and set fire o tens of thousands of acres of rainforest
and then Anita wanders along to get
the wogs to sell her some forest
commodities, lt has to be asked if
she knows the origin of the iron
ore that volksgro ten uses in its
cars? Not content with propping up
their evil activities in t e Amazon
ov buying herself one of their cars
she's now bought a whole fleet of
them for the planks, ‘when the Body
{HI-IA1"

DC)

Shop's Anita Roddick needed some
BﬂVlPOHN8ﬂt&11¥ friendly company
cars she bough a couple of dozen
VU golf umwe t diesels,‘),
Steve Ellsworth, Greenpeace car
campaigner; Drives a V golf,

Brian Gould: Drives a ford orlon,
David Gee, director of friends of
the Earth; Drives a ford sierra,
(HH: No wonder friends of the Earth
has never launched an anti-car
campaign, I_wonder how many other

(HM; No wonder Greenpeace has never
launched an anti-car campaign and
why it's increasingly referred to
as the hcDonald‘s of the green
movement, why is volkswagen so
1
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sticker on a car that dro s oil
everywhere tts arked.‘ lPThe Economy of the earth, Philosophy, Law,
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WHILE
DRIVING?

lnere may be those who are naive
enough to believe that what motorists do whilst driving iother than
waving their dicks out of the windowl is keep their eyes rivetted on
the road in order to avoid hitting
pedestrians or having an accident,
This is to fail to appreciate the
preposterous world of the motorist
and their sheer oblivion of
reality),

i SE<3"1"ION
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and the Environment‘ Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, I9 8),
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O BLOW-DRYING and
THE California
Office of Traffic combing their hair at
Safety has issued 65 mph.
a warning to motorists
O WATCHING TVs and
about the dangsers of using washing machines,
doing something e while fax lllﬂdllllﬁli
'
co PYIIIE
' madriving.
chines and ap-top comAmong the almost imbe- puters - all p ugged into
lievable activities drivers the car's cigarette-lighter
have been eipotted engaging sockets.
in while riving on the O READING books, newsstate's high-speed motor- papersandmagazines.
waysare:
I CH.-\_\’GING tights and
I FLOSSING and brushing blouses while driving in
their teeth.
the fastlane.
_
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Take M3[Bre€Llgh
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ahn; ‘Gem in Car Tragedy‘, what a
tragedy, lust in case there are ah~
motorists who might find this stor
extremely hilarious it should be
Jointed out that wnat they are
doing to the Dianet is hardly any
zifferent, The preposterous maxim
feciteo by motorists as an excuse
‘or their breathe-takin- lunacy is
that, ‘lt‘s iust too hof to stop‘),
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‘A dozy lorry driver kept himself
warm by running a pipe from the
exhaust into his cao,"
hh; Imagine trying to explain the
ecological dangers of global warming to this lorry driver and then
trying to convince him of the threat posed to the survival of all
iife on Earth by the build up of
F50 Gt of atmospheric carbon, lt‘s
totally hopeless, Factory pharm
lover Karen
motorists don't live on a planet - HORRIFIED
_ told an inquest
thee live in an air-conditioned,
today how she found her

fan asy world),
‘PIE DIHAY /Yllﬁﬁoi. J’-2-‘?2.

boyfriend dead next to her
in the car they used as a
lovenest.

llIi\lBl"S a

Mr Mark _ (29) died from
carbon nioiioxidc poisoning after

ilic couple fcll aslccp following a sex
session in ilic ca r, which was pnrkcd

A DOZY lorry driver
kept himself _wa.rm by
running] a pipe from
the ex aust into his
cab.
_
Police feared a suicide when they S_3W
the lorrz with its
engine tic ing over on
an industrial estate in
Barnsley, Yorks. _
They had to point
out the danger to the
Irish driver,_ who was
“quite all right? and
unharmed by his extra heater.

in his p:ii"cnls' pnrngc.
Norlli lliiinhcrsidc ('oroncr Mr Pclcr
Glridwin rccordcd a vcrdicl of acciden-

BY Melanie "eiirrm
NEWS REPORTER
lcnvc llic cnginc running to warm up lhc

cor.
On the night lic dicd. the couple had
mci as normal and had undrcsscd in the
back of ilic car. Mrs ‘ fell aslccp
aflcr they had had sex.

Wlicn slic wokc it was daylight and Mr
-was lying hnkcd and unconscious
ncxi lo hcr.
“llc was just laid ihcrc.“ slic said. “l

shook him to wake him but could not."

— had bccn vcry lucky to surtivc
ilic incident. which liappcncd in Derucnl Slrccl. Hull. in June last ycar.

Mr -"s father, Mr Albcrl '_.
told llic inqucsi llic ﬁrst hc kncw of his

Road. told llic iiiqucsl how slic had bccn

riicciing Mr — for some linic onisidc the llUl.lSC hc shnrcd with his
pzircnis.
Slic \\OlllLl]1Ilf|'{|lCl' car and llic couple

i

story at
inquest

lcil dcziili and told the court llizii Mrs

A lcnrful M-rs _(25). rcslziuranl
hostess at lhc Lainbwalli pub, Sullon

L0vei"s

soh‘s whcrcahouis that morning was
when lic saw a woman rush through his
gzirdcn gale.
Hc told llic court lic did not know Mrs

Q at the time but added: “She said
something like ‘I can't wake Mark - up

or words to that cllcct."

rushed lo the scene also failed lo revive
him.

Mr —Snr said that his son, who
workcd for British Acrospacc at Brougli,
had bccn pcrfccily chccrful when hc last

saw liim alive as he was leaving to go to
llic pub with his friends that night.
The policc vehicle inspcclor, Pc John
Morris, told the inqucsi Mr is car
had been parked in the garage with lhc
engine running.
'
llc addcd that ciglii air frcshcncrs
which Mr _pui inside coiilrihuicd
io ilic accident bccausc ilic smcll

masked the exhaust fumcs.
Mr i had bccn mcliculoiis about
his vcliicl.c's cleanliness.
Mr Gladwin said lhai Mr _'s
fzillicr had warned him on other occasions about llic dangers of leaving ihc
car engine switched on while working on
ii in ihc family's small garage.

would go inlo Mr -‘s car, wlicrc

Mr _ Snr rzin out to llic gzirzigc

"I'm quilc surc llinl Mark _'s

llicy would nizikc Iovc.
.
Slit: said Mr _ would Somcliiiics

wlicrcl lic lricd dcspcrnicly to give his son

dczilli rcsuliccl from :1 tragic accidcnl" lic
said.

llic kiss of lifc. Anibiilrincc staff who

4
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iii) I'd Rather Lose My Life
_

ran.

3;

art

‘Businessman
John H o r oy d was
_
carried along on the roof of his
own ear at 6_nph as two teenage
ioyriders tried to steal it, e
leagt aboard as it moved away,
are bing the open sun roof with one
and,: Daily irror l5,8,9ll,
1""; ouch is motorists‘ devotion to
their cars they would willing lay
down thélf lives to stop their love
machines from being stolen),
I
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iv)

J0YRIDERS

Homo Moronicus.

(HM; It should be obvious be now
that motorists cannot be de lned as
‘homo faber‘ or ‘animal laborans'
but are better understood as ‘homo
aoronicus‘, ‘Homo moronicus‘ has a
rusty, clapped out, robin reliant,
brain but drives around in a turbocharged car, The average car engine
is l DD cc but the average motorist‘s brain rarely surpasses lDcc),

BUSINESSMAN John Holroyd was
carried along on the roof of his own
car at 60mph as two teenage joyriders
tried to steal it. He leapt aboard as
it moved away, grabbing the open
sunroof with one hand.
Then he- fought with the pair as
they tore through Bradford, West
Yorlcs. John, 37, put his hand over the
driver’s eyes to stop the oar. He said:
“It lasted minutes. but it seemed like
hours.” Police are hunting the boys.

There is increasing scientific evidence that motorists are buggering up theplanet
and that cars are he second or third biggest source of ecological esiruction.
Motorists,
know absolutely
ecology,
way.
As far ofas course,
they arewho
concerned
they are nothing
helping about
to protect
the don't
planetseeandi_t_that
if it
wasn't for them this planet would have been devastated decades ago. There are,
unfortunately, all too many examples of the ways in which motorists are helping to
save the planet.
"
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A pilot scheme has been set up to,
‘give motorists far more positive
and precise warnings (about fogl,
The buildings and construction
climatology at the Meteorological
Dffice is mostly concerned with
minimizing the effects of the
climate on roads,“ (Guardian
2,l2,89l,
inn; The government virtually stopped monitoring atmospheric pollution after the l950s (see later)
but, such is the toosy turvy world
in which motorists .ive that more
and more research is being carried
out into the effect of climate on
motoring, This can be seen as a
classic example of the nae west
School of Environmental Concern;
‘It's not the effect of roads on
the climate that matters but the
effect of climate on roads,‘),

Spending on new roads, estimated at £4 billion in the next
three years, is 50 per cent
higher in real terms than the
previous three years.
Mr Parkinson rejected demands for a cut in the programme. “That would be a
disastrous option. We don't see
roads as being hostile to the
environment at all. The worst
pollutant is the traffic jam. If
you keep traﬁlc moving, you
reduce pollution.”
.
He attempted to assuage the

OR motorists battling a
spate of thick fogs hope is
at hand. Thanks to John
Prior, his colleagues at the Meteorological Office in Bracknell,
Berkshire, and the Department
of Transport. a pilot scheme in
the spring will give motorists
far more positive and precise
warnings.
A
Prior is head of building and
construction climatology at the
Met Office, mostly concerned
with minimising the effects of
the climate on roads. Recently
he advised on the siting of 50
fog detectors on the M25.

iii)

rioterue s
Reduce 80.1.1 1&1 on-

environment lobby by promising to plant more trees on
verges, appoint consultants to

r

Cecil Parkinson: "we don‘t see
roads as being hostile to the
environment at all, fhh; AT
ALL!l!!), The worst pollutant is
the traffic jam, lf you keep traffic moving, eou reduce pollution,“
(Guardian, 2 ,2,9D),
i 1)
AL Lon -.,L..as,ts
(HM; It might be thought that when
o_G..r:.e..en, Z§t9r\-ray.
trees are cut down an the Earth
"A new £ll3 million motorway link
smothered in oil slicks so that
between the Al and the hl has been
of vehicles can pump hundhailed as the country‘s first green millions
reds of tonnes of thousands of difmotorway,“ (Guardian 25,ll,90),
ferent oollutants, that this might
(Mn; when huge oil spills occur at
adverse y affect the planet, No
sea people are extremely concerned
so, according to motorists, The
at t.e damage caused to the envirconstruction of roads is known to
onment, However, when oil is spread decrease
pollution,
_
over the land it's called a motorThere are still many light greens
way and the same people go out for
who believe it is possi lee o reasa celebratory ride in their cars,
on with motorists rather than
smashing up their fucking Earth
raping mac ines, Just in case there
in days gone be it used to be extare t ose who might be tempted to
remely difficu t to convince the
believe that Cecil Parkinson can be
village idiot that the coagulated
dismissed as an eccentric turd for
arguing that ‘The worst pollutant
oil s icks being laid across the
countryside were actually roads but is the traffic Jam" the following
in today's highly civiltzed, highly quote should show that those in he
soohisticated society, tt seems
other Death and Destruction party
are no different,
I
re atively easeto convince even
the most intel igent people i,e,
The Labour Party: “we will ensure
those who drive cars, that the only that all proposals for public tranway to save the planet is to build
sport, railway and road develop-_
more and more green motorways, Ah,
ments are judged on the same basis
progress),
- and in terms of the benefit they
bring to the community and the
environment ' (Labour Party News

June/July 1990 p,is>,

lhh: Now that's amazing, the Labour
part; is going to_cons ruct roads
whic pro uce environmental bene-

fits. resumably no other oarty
could achieve such magic, f roads
bring so much benefit to the environment why doesn‘t itadvocate that
it will cover the entire country in
cement to increase the benefits or is this what the Labour party
mean by the Nll, the east coast
motorwayll,
New, high-speed railways will
_ reduce congestion on the roads
and airlines, and cut
environmental pollution. Modern
transport is also essential if we
are to protect the environment. At
the moment, however, there is no
effective coordination between
different forms of transport and
land use planning. We will ensure
that all proposals for public
transport, railway and road
developments are judged on the
same basis - and in terms of the
beneﬁt they bring to the
community and the environment.
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iv) l§_;t Sounds Green
Then it must be Green.

ln this age of green awareness,
many car corporations are signalling their deep understanding of
ecological issues by giving their
new cars environmen a ly sounding
names
The 'Ghia‘ (Gala?)
The ‘Terra'
The ‘Umwelt‘ (German for

environmenti,
V)
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‘Plans to build a house in Cumoria
have been blocked by the department
of the environment - because it
would ruin the view from the HG,"
(The Hull Daily hail 6,l2.89, Gent
in by Jon Hirstl_
ind: Here‘s a perfect example of
the way in which motorists will act
to protect the environment albeit
onlv that which they can see through heir front windscreens),
Police have condemned vandals for
‘disfiguring the environment" with
anti-car slogans in the Littlehampton area, Inspector Ron Nevitt
said, ‘These messages are unsightly, They generally disfigure t e
environment,‘
(mm; The hundi Club thinks that Ron
must be in line for a maior award
environmental award for spotting
this virulent new form of environmental disfiourement amongst the
oil slicks, the poisonous car fumes
and all the rubbish which motorists
keep chucking out of their car windows, without such green policemen
we're never goiho to save the
planet from the Earth-rapists),

vi) MotoristsnD0ioglIh§it

VeryL,Very.Vscv. Nics.~
Little,Bit foc_the
Environment-

(oh; Motorists tend to be vaguely
aware that they are damaging the
environment and, as if to compensate, hype up the environmenta benefits of catalvtic converters and
unleaded petro , Unfortunately, as
has been pointed out above, t ere
is no such thing as unleaded petrol, Even worse, lead substitutes
like benzene are far more dangerous
to ooman health than lead, “Cancercausing benzene ,,, has reached
alarming levels, Dr_wolffe, a towicologis at University College,
London, blames benzene for many of
the ‘pockets‘ of leukaemia found
around Britain in recent years,‘
(Quoted in ‘Autogeddon' p,l2ll,
Cats are not muc better, "Catalytic converters do not start to function until the engine reaches a
working temperature of 300C and
will not perform optimally until
T0000, As the maiority of car
journeys are of five miles or less
engines rarelv get much past the
first tempera ure,' (Quoted in
‘Autogeddon‘ p,l25),

vii)

Envirohoeotelll.
SweetEbgines-

John Prescott, shaiow transport
secretary; At the T991 Labour party
conference this oomano livestock
beast called for the introduction
of, now wait for it, “environmentally sweet (motor) engines,"

POLICE have condemned vandals tor
‘disfiguring the en-

_
‘Km 011"’

V1l"0l'iInenlL' with anti-car

slogans in the Llttlehampton area.
They are appealing
for the public's help in
catching the Wreckers
who have been defacing
road signs. a bridge, and
building site hoardings
with the graiﬁti. g
Inspector Ron Nevitt
said, ‘These messages
are unsightly. They
despoil important road
signs and generally disiigure the environment.’

.

e

(NH: Let‘s hope that Prescott has
been doing extensive field trials
to ascertain which engines release
the sweetest smelling exhaust
fumes),
viii) QQZS Arg Recyclable.
Audi: It has been claimed in recent
television advertisements that the

Audi 80 is largely recyclable.

ix)

Bublic Transport
isclrrelesaot.

Cecil Parkinson; “Public transport
improvements are unlikely to achieve a maior reduction in road traffic and congestion,“ (ouoted in Jonathon Porritt ‘where on Earth are
we Going?‘ p,49l,
x) Eirst_HeB¥%ger_up the
Envigpgment _gen Es Assess

the Environmental Home e-

The European Commission insid%s
that member countries should "carry
out environmental impact statements
ONCE PLANS HAVE BEEN PASSED,"
(HM: It would seem only reasonable

to carry out environmental impact
statements (EISs) before any proposal is given the go-ahead so that

environmental damage could be minimized, Unfortunate y, the EC insists that ElS‘s are carried out only
after it has been agreed to go
ahead with a proiec - which means
that they are more like ecological
post mortems than measures to
prodect the environment,
However, when the EC proposed that
ElSs should be carried from the
outset there was a strong reaction
against the idea, Conservative HP
Bowen wells, secretary of the tory
backbench environment committee,
dismissed the commission‘s ideas as
‘absolutely crazy",' (Guardian
5,2,92, p, l,

(HM; Hexico city suffers from appalling_rollution problems as nearly
rgur hr lion ngtorigtrlpgug intgd
e ci every ay, o u e , co ,
air is lrapped bv_a layer of warmer
air above preven ing t e pollution
from being disperse , A novel solurion hgr recently been put
orwar ,
‘Mexico citv_plans to test a revolutionary an i-pollution device enormous fans that will whip up a
wind and blow the smog away, Professor Castillo said t e plan, if it
is put into action, would be to
place T00 of the 2i foot fans around what is considered one of the
world‘s most contaminated cities at
a cost or about $100 million,‘
(Guardian 2l,2,92, p,l0J, bgme J
argue this would be wrong, It will
create more pollution, i wastes Q
energy and it means the government
would pay to continue su sidizing
the polluters," (Gdn 27,2,92, p l,
(NH: Unfortunately given the huge
number of motoris s and the political clout they wield_such a technological remedy is likely to be
the only solution),
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xi) ﬂgxico's Revolutionary
Ant1—Po11ut1on Device.
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Plans to build a house
in "a remote area at
Endmoor, '-Cumbria,
have been.bloc_ked by
the Department of
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Government
resists
environment
initiative
RITAIN
is ready to resist
European Community proposals to compel public bodies
to consider the effect on the environment from the outset
when planning major construction projects.
The commission believes that
the logical extension of the legislation would be for the environmcnt to be considered at the
earlier planning stage.
The Conservative MP Bowen
Wells, secretary of the Tory
backbench environment committee, dismissed the commission’s ideas as “absolutely
crazy.”
He said: “It would put a fur-

ther delay in the planning sysiem which is already very long
drawn-out in Britain, one of the
-longest planning procedures in
Europe."
The commission spokesman
said officials were looking into
several ways of awidening EC
legislation on environmental
assessment to make it more
effective.
The changes under consideration would not give Brussels
any power to block schemes if
an environmental study were
negative.
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Mexico City unveils plan to

fan away the fumes 69*-WZAM’
12!-2-911 pic
EXICO CITY plans to test
a revolutioiriry anii-pollution device -— enormous fans
that will whip up a wind and
blow the smog away.
“The idea is to ventilate the
city," said llcbcrto Castillo, a
former physics and m:ilhcniatics professor who heads the
Mexico City branch of the oppo
sition Revoliitlonary Demo-

Tuesday that the city had approved construction of two expcrimental fans, which will be
tested to see if they actually
reduce pollution.
The fan plan was unveiled on
Wednesday as Mexico City's
pollution index soared to unlicalthy levels, prompting the
government to order many cars
oft‘ the streets and sharply cut
factory production.
cratic Party.
“There will be a small breeze, l Prof Castillo said the plan, if
and the dirty air will be ex- I it is put in action, would be to
changed for clean air," said place 100 of the 24-foot fans
Prof Castillo, one oi‘ the chief around what is considered one
of tho world's most contamiarchitects of the plan.
Mexico City’s mayor, Manuel nated cities at a cost of about
Camacho Solis, announced on $l()O million.
-1
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Motorists possess their own ideological outlook on the environment. The overwhelming
advantage of this ideology, no mat er how utterly preposterous rt 1%, 18 that ll
makes motorists almost impervious to criticisms. T ere is no point in criticizing
motorists for not caring about the environment because, as has Just been demonstrated
in the section above, motorists believe they are doing admirable work to protect the
environment. It is no good relying solely on scientific evidence to prove that vehicle exhaust fumes are dangerous because most env1ronmentally—aware mo orists believe
that pollution from cars poses no threat whatsoever to ooman health. Even those motorists at the cutting edge of environmental wadicalism, who grudgingly accept that
vehicle exhausts are a health hazard,_believe there are tar more dangerous and more
insidious forms or pollution than vehicle exhaust fumes, 1.e. dog manure.
I_IIIIIIII—_I_—IIIIIII___IIIIIIIIIII___—_—_______________—_———————_——_——_—————___II_____III___—_—__—_——H—_——____—_-_-_——___———P
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Vehicle Eahoysimfumeo
No Danger to Oomans.

v

Christopher Chope, former tory transport minister;
‘There is no danger to cgclists from air pollution,"
(‘Going Live‘ BB I T811, 2l,_
_
_ _
_
(NH: U en interviewed on ‘Going Live‘ Christopher‘
Chope, the then tory transport minister, was asked
whether cyclists weren't likely to damage their
health by cacling through city centre s reets packed
with cars, e denied there was any any danger,
The Hundi club has to state categorically hat Cope
is a liar, a cheat and a fraud,_ here are many_voolly
minded, green activists who believe it is possrble to
conduct rational debates with motorists but this
shows once again that it is simply not possible,_
They'll go to any lengths to defend their sex-obiects
so it is pointless wasting time trying to reason with
the unreasonablel,

ii)

YebicleiExhsu§tlFumes

No Danger to Wildlife.

‘Road vehicles certainly pollute the air and they are
very noisy, but pollution_apparently has no serious
effect on wildlife, and wild animals become accustomed to the noise and they ignore it,“ (Michael Allaby
‘lnto Harmony with the lahet, The Delirate Balance
Getween_lndustry and the Environmgnt' Bloomsbury
Publishing Ltd,, London T990, p,lb2l,

Q

iii) Motoriéis Qrgpnize.ant1:§er_Pr0tests

‘You report 1,000 peop e crammed into Hornsea Town
Hall last wednesday evening to launch a campaign to
prevent Parkland walk becoming a six lgne mgtgrway.
apparently a wonder heart-warming Dtcisldﬂ v , on
c_oser scrutiny, an exhibition or selfishness, short
srghtedness and stupiditv of humanity,
v
_
Almost to the last one o them car owners, with most
owning more than one, thev wanted to dPlV8‘3ll over

r"rrr,r‘“'*“ir"ir in “"“‘ll‘3'i‘,t$al,i,‘iil,ll,

heir rangui i y,
a was ml55llI
y
i
was a commitment by the campaigners to get rid of
their cars," (Letter to the_editgr, The Journal,
north London News_Limited, 29,9,bS),_
'
(MM: Such car-owning, anti-car campaigners are not
confined to the middle classes, Co in ward mentions
;P§trr Neville, g conérrburor rotgheEavg;cEégriggess,
-" iOlﬂ o a rien-s o
e a
,

riririgii it lr.,"i:.‘irr~li"r,r':,m,irt,rr,';;mI,

‘on aine
a ,
wa
aﬁdlwhgnkllgot to the meeting place l surprisingly
covgdn't figd anvwheretgo parkfas ghe grggngailégmﬁig
vi l cars, hen
o
ere _ dun ev r »
_
nice_and dry, They$d all arrived in their cars,‘
(Colin ward ‘Freedom to Go: After the Motor Age
Freedom Press, London, I991 p,30l,

b
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Hilda Ives, chairman _of the Humberside
Toxic Waste Offensive Organisation
(HTWOO) was delighted with the deoision
by the planning sub-committee, but said the
ﬁght would continue.
“It is the result we expected from the
council, but we start again with a bigger
ﬁght now to raise a lot of money for the
appeal.
“I would like to think the Environment
Secretary will decide against the scheme
without an inquiry, but we have got a lot of
fund-raising events planned already.
“We have had a great turnout today and I
am hoping for as much support from the
public as we have had in the past.” she said.
More than 100 protesters armed with banners and placards marched on County Hall
before the meeting in a show of opposition.
Members of HTWOO and the Humberside
Action to Stop Toxic Emissions drove from
Saltend to Beverley in a convoy of more than
70 cars.
‘THE’ IYIUA/DI oiuii‘ amid‘ 77'/197'/F /Til‘ 1+ uvaire"
L<.ET¢JFai/ Toxic oemﬂareusaj /info A-‘T0 WC
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iv)

Toxic Campaiggers in
Toxic Congp _Prote§§
Kgainst Tox£%_Ph§§§.
(HM; In July T9 l a multi-national waste disposal

coreoration, ITE, announced plans to build a £30
mil ion toxic waste incinerator at Saltend, just
outside 'ull, Angry letters were sent to the local
press about the the dangers caused by the incinerator, Une correspondent admitted that e enjoyed the
luxuries of life and that his o position to the
incinerator was based on plain ﬂy ocrisy but he just
didn't want the thing built near ﬁlm,
In response to this sort of nonsense, a local green
activist pointed out what the middle class toxic campaigners refused to acknowledge; that cars in the
city pump out far more toxic emissions than those
which would be blown across the city from the waste
incinerator, Cars were a bigier threat to public
health than a waste lﬂClﬂ8P3%0r,
The letter went on to state, “I was walking down
Ouesbery Street the other day when a motorist started
revving up his_engine, spewing great clouds of toxic,
carcinogenic, fumes into the air, As I hurried by,
trying o avoid being poisoned, l noticed there was a
car s icker on the side window which said, Hedon
Toxic waste Incinerator Offensive Organization,
fhlwddl, l had to walk back to check that l wasn't
dreaming, Cars are mobile toxic waste incinerators.
The reason that campaigners haven't protested about.
this is because many are motorists,"
If ITE had proposed the construction of a car factory
at the Salteno site, most of the motorists protesting
about the incinerator would have welcomed the news
with glee and given it every encouragement, it is
typical of these ecological ignoramuses that they go
out of their way to encourage industries which create
pelletion and yet oppose those which have to dispose
o l ,
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have banned smoking on their vehicles, Such curbs are
to be welcomed but this concern for people's health

seems a little ,, loo-sided given the huge amounts of
eollution pumped out by buses and coaches,
he follow up to this story which, unfortunately,
hasn't yet been published, is that 20,000 pedes rians
are currently suing the driver for a range of lung
and respiratory ai ments which they blame on the vast
amounts of pollution emitted by the bus he was
driving, The court case continues, (hicl,
5211? Hmow 'i>or;.s oucrwrrocieieai of OFYRT/r.a=1¥uEzi/E3" 3117'
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tend to reinforce the public‘s impression a ou how
wonderful our great doctors are (even though most of
them are little more than salespersons for multinational pharmaceutical companies), And yet the BMA has
never run a single campaign against vehicle exhaust
emissions,
lt has been estimated that smoking kills about
ll5,000 people in the UK every year, Unfortunately

the scientific veracity of this statistic is greatly
undermined by the fact that doctors cannot provide
any figures for the number of those killed by vehicle
exhaus emissions - it is simply assumed that those
who die of lung cancer are smokers or the victims of

ﬁassive seeking,

owever, An American stud has revealed that T2! oi
lung cancer deaths in the SA could be attributed to
motor vehicle emissions, ﬂg_ygrk ih this grga hes
Qeiﬂedune ln_tb§-Qii but if the figure is applicable
to Britain, this would mean 3,000 o 4,000_lung cancer deaths per year as a result of automobile pollution," [Steve Elsworth, ‘A Dictionary of the Environment‘ Paladin, London I990),
_
It is blatantly obvious that one of the maior reasons
why people living in inner city areas, or along main

roads, suffer health problems is because they are
constantly breathing in poisonous car exhaus_ fumes.
They are victims of passive motoring, There is no
dif erence between smoke filled rooms, which have
become the nightmare of every non-smoker, and smoke'
filled streets after tens of thousands of motorists
have dumped hundreds of tonnes of pollutants into the
atmosphere,
e

amount of pollutants pumped into the atmosphere from
an ounce of tobacco is negligible in comparison to
the lBlbs produced from three gallons of petrol, The
average motorist generates nearly three hundred times
more pollution than the average smoker, It might be
argued that smokers fill up rooms with smoke whilst
car exhaust fumes waft into the atmosphere but anyone
who has walked alongside a bus or a coach as it pulls
away from the kerb will know that the poisonous clouds which these vehicles throw across the road are far
more dense than the cigarette smoke which fills a
room,
So why is it that doctors don't seem to be bothered
about this maior threat to public health? why aren't
they at the forefront of a campaign to reduce vehicle
exhaust pollution? why do they do so little research
into the health problems caused by vehicle exhausts?
The answer is that firstly, the vast majority of doctors are motorists many o whom have moved to the
countryside where they can escape the vehicle exhaust
pollution in inner ci y areas which they have helped
to create, Becondly, most of the multi-national corporations which produce drugs, and which lavishly wine
and dine the doctors who prescribe them, are mu tinational oil corporations and the last thing they
want is their company doctors protesting about cars,
lt should not be forgotten that when environmentalists in California put forward a radical programme
for environmental protection, known as Proposition
I3, ICI, Shell and BF combined to spend over a if
million to defeat the proposal, (see hhl), Tnirdly,
doctors who work full time for the NHS are now entitled to ,,,,, a company car, “The government's latest
iimmick to persuade hoseital doctors to work more or
less full time for the BHS, rather than earn more
money through private practice, is to offer them
‘company cars‘ on the NHS.“ (Colin ward ‘Freedom to
Go‘ p,2 ),

vi i>

Dent ors_,_,.Bel.iev.e ﬁaro
D9, -E.Ot.-,CQQ1?Y;i,b_LliL€-L-12_9_LURE; Q.o.n,<;er-

IHN; For many years the BHA, Britain s medical establishment, as run innumerable publicity campaigns
against the dangers of cigarette smoking and the
t reat caused by passive smoking, These camgaigns

B_iise.s-

ln Australia a couple of years ago, a bus driver who
had just been diagnozed as having lung cancer sued
his employers on hat grounds that his illness had
been caused by passengers smoking on his bus, He won
his case and was awarded $A30,00i, (Sorry, I've lost
the reference for this one),
(hm; An increasing number of bus and coach companies

But non-smoker Roy. who caught the
disease breathing in other people's
fumes. said deﬁantly: “I am going
to ﬁght it. I won't let it beat me.“
Doctors believe the host of the children's TV show" Record Breakers was
poisoned by the energetic tap-dance and
trumpet routine he has performed in
clubs during 45 years in showbusiness.
Roy said: “When you play the trumpet you have to gulp in very deep
breaths and you a.re breathing in all the
smoke.
"I never believed this was possible — I
thought you had to be a
40-a-day man to get
this.“
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beating lung cancer.
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TV STAR Roy Castle revealed Let's assume that the average smoker gets through an
last night that doctors have given ounce of tobacco every week, ln the same week t e
him only a one-in-ten chance of average motorist uses three gallons of petrol, The
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This condemnation of
toxic cameaigners obviously
nit home for a =ew months later, H UUL organized a
demonstration outside County Hall, Beverley, when
Eli s planning application was discussed by Humberside county council's planning sub-committee, As if
to insist hat they had an absolute right to have a
car whilst refusing to have anything to do with disposing of the wasted created by the manufacture of
cars, and an absolute right to use their toxic mobile
incinerators to protest about toxic waste, the toxic
campaigners led a convoy of 70 cars from Beverley to
Saltend to publicize their victory when they heard
that councillors had rejected the application,_
what they were parading in this convoy was their
eyeoerieye geeir bigeiry tget goxic gaete from cars
ad cc
a e; and .eir e ooiy min einess in
refusing to face up to their responsibilities for
dispoeing of the waste helped to create,
what fur her proof does anyone need that motorists
are totall' irrational and that there is no way that
such Nlndlls are likely to be stopped from destroying
the planetl,

i

STAR Roy Castle is to
screen his battle against
lung cancer on TV.
He is making a special
BBC2 documentary about
his treatment to highlight the perils of passive
smoking.
Camera crews have
already ﬁlmed h'u'n undergoing painful chemotherapy treatrnent for the
programme - due to be
broadcast in June.
Roy developed lung
cancer after years performing in smoky night
clubs — and has only a 10
per cent chance of beating
the disease.

".745 oy,rri7iiiii.i..oic I7-1,, --/2. y7
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“Tv star Rd Castle revea ed ast night ha doc ors
have given him only a one-in-ten chance of beating
lung cancer, But non-smoker Roy, who caught the disease breathing in other people s fumes, said defiantl , "l am oing to fight it," (Daily Mirror 2B,3,B2,
p,;l, ‘Roy developed lung cancer after years of perforgengiin sdoky neght E§dDS,$1(D&l1Y MirrorflZh$+9ge
, , B ea.in a his
mi ion mansion, a
lourﬁoy? ea, geld, “I pave eever beenla seoker andk
nobod in e .ouse smo es, .ose eo e w o o smo e
have lo think about the effects thgy Ere having on
people around them who don't smoke,‘ (Daily Mirror
zB,a,92, p,Z), do has promieed to launch a campaign
a ainst smo in assive smo in ,
(gm; The medicglpprofession pugs the blame for Castle's illness on cigarette smoke and our folk hero has
vowed to launch a campaign against_smoking/passive
smoking, Here then we have t e makings ofea new _
legend in the preposterous cosmology of the motorist,
Quite clearly, our hero believes t at lung cancer is
caused only by indoor pollution from smoking rather
thee outdoor pollutionjtroe caee,tfectdriee or incinera ors an», corresponiing_y,
ad e as one
nothini to contribute to is own illness,
As hasgbeen noted in thbe previous section, it seems
to be a well known fact of ‘medical science‘ that the
only way a non-smoker can contract lung cancer is
through passive smoking, walking along main roads
filled bumper to bumper with cars spewing out hundreds of tonnes of some of the most carcinogenic fumes
known to the ooman race, has no known adverse effects
on ooman health,
Breathing in acid air (much of which originatesfrom
car exhaust fumes) also has no effect on ooman health
- acid rain might turn stone buildings black but acid
air wouldn't damage anything so resi lent and impenetraole as ooman ungs,

*4

f%}c lgyﬁnms

flee Fzomdﬁuoo
Filling up cars with petrol and breathing in the
pleasantly aromatic smells of petrol, which contains
poisonous hydrocarbons like benzene, has no discernible effect on the lungs whatsoever,
Living in a highly industrialized country packed with
tar component, car accessory and car manufacturing
industries which spew out a wide variety of carcinogens, etc,, couldn't have anything to do with lung
cancer either, etc., etc,,
Such, then, is the state of environmental knowledge
emongst the country's quack doctors,
it has to be asked whether Castle contributed to his
own iilness_er is he an innocent victim of other
people's pollution? Does he drive a car? If so, does
e like tie smell of benene when he fills up his car
uith petrol, "The smell of petrol is familar at filling stations but the petrol you smell consists of
hydrocarbons which po lute t e air,‘ (Michael Allaby), Does he ever walk along busy main roads? Given
the amount or time he seems to spend in smoke filled
night clubs does he breathe in any outdoor pollution
at all? Far from being an innocen victim could he
have contributed to people's deaths b driving a car?
Still there is one consolation about Eastle's attack
on smokers - at least he didn't blame his illness on
dog-turds,
H Ll L L
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THE VICTORY FOR LABOUR LOTTERY
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lilo
owners, wad are often unemployed, pick up dog

I

manure,
The Hundi club knows of no philosopher who has yet
been able to explain such bizarre attitudes, It is
ironic indeed t at the only decent commodity produced
by these middle class loonies is manure but such is
t e scale of their ecological ignorance and such is
the fantasy world in which ther currently reside that
the sooner they can dump it in o the loo and flush it
out of sight t e happier they are,

1)

ix) HeLp{"_TQe§eL§VA_Iurd on My Lawn.

Dog manure is a topic which craps up frequently in
the letters‘ page of local papers, he correspondent
complained abou the nuisance caused by dog turds
IFAITHQP ilfffh/WIF even though just beyond her front gate is a main road
used by tens of thousands of cars every day,
um-v more umfep Another complained bitterly that, “Someone s beloved
lmvoocammuoooeo pet has been de-positing itself on my front lawn for
Ewmuasxnmhwnow the past year, Short of sitting in the window 24
TMZDS K6041
ST
hours a day, seven oars a week, how do I catch the
culprit,‘ west Hull arget 29,l,92),
- um/e" snip ':7'HE'4\/Z
self on my front lawn for (Mn; It might be deduced from such an attitude that
the past year. Short of dog crap was the worst form of poison known to oomansitting in the window 24 kind (hicl rather than a vital nutrient which would
hours a day, seven days help fertilize her prize lawn, Bf course, spraying i
a week, how do l catch
the lawn with a wide array of herbicides and pesticithe culprit?
It is time the law was des is alright but allowing a dog to rejuvenate the
made more stringent to soil is a sin,
stop some irresponsible ls it not a little preposterous for this person to
dog owners letting their sit at her window looking out for dog crap when the
pets foul everywhere but planet's life processes are collapsing around her?
their own property.
"he wouldn't t ink of looking out or her window for
a car dropping a poisonous deposit so why dogs? what
a fucking stupid itch),

fected dog faeces. Yet

some owners let their
dogs defecate on paths,
in parks and other

I have lived in Kirkella
for two years and have
noticed that some dog
owners are oblivious to

where their dogs are defecaiing. Their dog is
either yards in front or

yards behind them and
no t o n a le as.
h
My own property
down Fledland Drive,

Kirkella, is open plan and

people's property but someones beloved pet
has been de-positing it»
not their own.

LET D06-S Q09/Yl - f’¢/T’ /ﬂ0Tb£is75 0/ll ALE/)0
Moi; Oariﬁtgé ,o11d.l1o,g_Cr ep-

(hh; lt was pointed out in the first issue of 'nappa
hundi' that at the i990 tory party conference, lmany
delegates speaking to a motion praising the policies
of t e then secre ary of state for the environment,
Chris Patten, concentrated their ire not on the colossal pollution from heavy industries or power generation or the toxic waste disposal industry, but on
dob manure, One delegate even went so tar as to suggest that, ‘bog manure was easily the worst form of
pollution on earth,"
Since most motorists believe that car exhaust fumes
are not dangerous to health, it should not come as
any surprise to discover they regard dog manure as
the biggest threat to ooman _eal h, In he preposterous cosmology of the motorist, dog_manure occupies
a role similar to that of the devil in christianity.
It preoccupies the minds of middle class motorists
more than any other environmental issue, Bhopal leaves motorists indifferent, Chernobyl causes a degree
of annoyance, toxic waste incinerators stimulates
anger but onl dog turds turn motorists livid, This
is such a feaxure of the motorist‘s outlook that if a
huge crowd of oomans were gathered in one place it
would be possible to determine who was a motorist and
who wasn't simplr from their reactions to dog manure,
It's bad enough hat motorists consume so many non-,
renewable resources, even worse that they devastate
large areas of the planet, and it is appalling that
they are Ciééllﬁ‘ an ecological holocaust, bu. what
makes this situation so nightmarishly ludicrous is
that they seem to transfer all of their environmental
anguish onto something which is, admittedly, a little
bi smelly and unpleasant in appearance, but is nevertheless so crucial to the survival of the planet's
life sustaining processes, It is one of the most
absurd experiences of modern life to observe motorists sitting in their cars with their engines idling,
shouting at dog owners for allowing their dogs to
fertilize the planet,

ined,

Here is another reason why it is entirely unreasonable to reason with such motorized bigots, This is
yet another tell tale sign that oomanviles are not
capable of implementing he policies which could save
them from an ecologica holocaust),

Xi)

Mot l_>.!i..5I_§ .DiQ,_f}f_t_, 'l‘a_l<9_-NQ-§F32-
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‘Loudspeakers are being used to scare off birds which
leave droppings on new cars ready for export at
Southampton docks,“ (Daily Mirror 23,12, l),
(HM; So great is the love that motorists have for
their cars and so great is their abhorrence of manure, they'll go to any lengths to prevent their
Earth-raping machines from being 'soiled‘, The fact
that these iirds might be dropping a hint to these
morons about the ecological damage that cars are
causing to the planet, doesn't yet seem to have been
appreciated),
'Tke*0AuJ(
/VII/(R02.
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Getting the bird
LOUDSPEAKERS
are
being used to scare off
birds which leave droppings on new cars ready
for export at Southampton docks.

»,¢;-at

Euro e's
Transpggtﬁinigterg.
‘Europe's Transport Ministers will

discuss the environment for the _
first time at its meeting in Paris
this week,“ (New Scientist,
25,ll,S9).
(HM; So now they've found their
willies what are they going to do
with themil,
iii)

49'9

Labqg§_E§fty,

(HM: The Labour party has been doing its best to show that it understands ecology, In aid of planet
consciouness raising they ave been
holding a series of environmentally
sensitive lotteries - first prize a
brand new car),

x) ggtoristsgSgppgttgFiDe5;9n_Pol1uter§.
(MN; Motorists are so desperate to combat dog ‘fouling’ that virtually every local authority in the country has passed byelaws imposing draconian fines of
£50 on dog owners who allow their dogs to fertilize
green spaces, The onlr environmental laws which are

actively enforced by he vast maiorlty of most councils around the country are not those against industry (because local councils have virtually stopped
measuring air pollution) but against dog owners, Of
course, whilst motorists use the law to persecute dog
owners, they allow car owners to foul the air every
einute of the day without the slightest risk of being

'1

ii)

dirty dogs,,,,,,,,,,r,,,;
J

The RAC.

fwhen the RAC's Public Policy Committee met recently, the members
were ready to take a revolutionary
step, For the first time in the
RAC's S3 year historr, it announced
environmental suppor by advocating
the use of catalytic converters,_A
rear ago it would have been unthinable, (Oxford nail, 28,3,90),
(HM; This shows the level of ecological stupidity which prevails in
he RAC),

t ese--~-M»

'

I FEEL I must air my views
about dogs fouling footpaths etc.
" Most people have
heard of the disease
toxoplasmosis, which
blinds young children and
can be caught from in-

vii i)

Such attitudes are a total mystery, Uhy is it that
motorists seem to be totally unconcerned about the
deposits leftdbehine hy their cars but so incensed
a ou canine eposi s.
Uhy_do motorists trr to live in a totally sanitized
envirogmegt (don't orget that)to motorists there tel
no suc
in» as car po u ion b insis in
a a
dog owners should be registered, tattooed w?th a
number and issued with pooper-scooppers?
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(hh; A few quotes by the silky
smooth Cecil Parkinson, former secretary of state for transport, and
that rough tug boat from the ‘umber
John Prescott, shadow secretary of
state for transport, have been given above which provide a clear indication of their dazzling brain
power, Une of the highlights of the

if

MAD.

livestock 'ull hP into the sidings
by giving him first grunt on transpor , This demotion urned out to
e one of the most disasterous decisions Sandy ever made becausei
from the moment Porky took up his
new position there were a veritable
avalanche of public transport disoth to men, to s ow he isn't a
asters which resurrected the bumpwoman, and to women to prove that
987-l992 parliamentary season was
kin from the hoped for obscurity
he's a man, l really don't know
the great battle between these ininto which he'd been dumped and put
what it is about Cecil but everr
tellectual giants over one of the
time l see him slithering onto he him in the eonstant glare of the
maior issues of our time, the multv screen a quote keeps coming into media spotlight, His pignacious
ti-billion pound east coast motormind, ftou can put a attery pharm condemnations of the government for
way, the hl_, Rarely have such
ooman in a suit but you'll never
these disasters led Cecil ‘I'll
enormous pairs of tits been seen
stop him scratching is armpits,“
show you my left tit‘ Parkinson to
rubbing each other up the wrong way Q few years ago, John Prescott‘s
accuse him of being a ‘political
in the country's best known carbon
meteoric poli ical career came to a vulture‘, [who made political cagbrothel, However, before examining
shuddering halt after his failure
ital out of travel tragedies‘ (H M
this strug le it is necessary to
to defeat Roy Hattersley in the
23,6,90) most of which had been
introduce %hese great men in more
Labour party deputy leadership
caused, of course, by his insane
detail,
election, and Neil Kinnock (known
Ph's_penny pinching attitude to
to his friends as Sandy - see Terra public services, However, branding
ll) decided to shunt the noisy
orky a vulture is not only an animalism but is ecological incorrect, Vultures clean_up the environment, Porky's policies would poison
0 “There's Cecil Parkinson's
it, lpso facto, Shoot Porky and
shadow -— John Prescott —
make a vulture the shadow secretary
known to the world as the
mouth of the Humber ”
of state for transport,
Kenneth Baker.

Cecil's a Freemason and after his,
announcement of a £l2 billion road
building programme was often referred to as ‘The Great Road Builder
in the Sky,‘ He's very pro-car, lt
is said he prowled the ouses of
parliament showing off his left tit

6,, roe,
Hull Dmiv /nail. 2?-6-90

HULL MP and Labour Transport
spokesman John Prescott was branded a “political vulture” by his Tory
opponent today.
Aiccusing Labour of attempting to make
political capital out of travel tragedies,
Transport Secretary Cecil Parkinson
made a scathing personal attack on Mr
Prescott.
“His reaction to the appalling transport
tragedies this nation has witnessed
recently has been disgraceful," Mr Parkinson told the Conservative Women's Conference in London.
.

‘Obscene’
“He has proved himself to be nothing
more than a political vulture. His desire to
be seen on TV verges on the obscene.
“His. and his party's, attempts to make
political capital out of every dreadful
tragedy are both offensive and malicious.
-

Pvrire 199k, however, Porky's nor-

"loll Y TOOK 5 Qll O’ A P1UO9@- HE
was attacked yet again by tories
scenting
demise,
, his political
..

there s Cecil Parkinson's shadow -

John Prescott ' known to the wgrld

as the mouth of the Humber," (oua-

rdian l3,i0,B0, p,A) (which just
B°95,t° 5h°”,PP" "hat an °PP°“tU“'

IEY KENNETH 5&KEP Waitﬁﬁ 5lHCE OVEP

l- 011110" P9001?) llklﬂo 1Ot3O
erea stretching from Birmingham,
ohetfieid and LEEOS, dump t eir
turds into tributaries of the

Michael Smith
Transport Editor

R Cecil Parkinson, the
‘Transport Secretary,
has committed the Government to the largest road
building programme ever
undertaken, dismissing environmental fears about its effect
on the countryside.
Mr Parkinson yesterday
unveiled plans to spend £5.7
billion on roads in England
over the next three years as
part of the rolling programme
to invest at least £12.-1 billion in
thelﬂlb.
The three-year spending
plan, which compares with
£3.35 billion spent in ‘the previous three years, involves more
than 500 schemes covering
more than 2,500 miles of road,
and includes 45 national projects already under way at a
cost of more than £1 billion. It
also includes 20 new ‘schemes.

despite over a decade of evidence
to the contrary, that NUCLEAR POUER
HAS PROFITABLE AND THAT THE PRIVATE
SECTOR COULDN'T UAIT TO GET THEIR
HANDS ON THIS LICENSE TO PRINT

HONEY, As a result, “Mr Parkinson
has been blamed for the collapse of
government plans to sell off the
nuclear industry,‘ (Gdh 28,6,90),
Despite this reality defying insanity, Parky couldn't tota ly ignore
‘umber which, as a result, is known public concern about the environlocally as the Arsehole of the East mental damage caused by his road
building programme and, in an effCoast); he just managed to cling
onto his place in the shadow ca in- ort to prove the Earth really was
safe in the hands of the conservatet as his vote plunged from ll6 to
ive party, promised that, “MORE
85 coming lBth for one of the l8
TREEo U0 LO BE PLANTED ALONG ROAD
places in the shadow cabinet,
VERGES,‘ (Guardian, 2l,2,S0),
(Guardian 2S,l0,90, p,5), and,
then, at the end of is tether, the Less than a week later, a second
devastating storm swept the counperky brute was caught speeding in
try, ln to al, the two storms killhis aimler - although t e police
ed 60 people and caused several
have so far refused o say what he
billion pounds worth of damage,
was doing at T00 mph, (HDM
29,l0,90, p,5),
is of interest here, however,
However, before proceeding there is what
is that during the second storm 6
one more aspect of Cecil's time as
motorists were killed, and dozens
secretary of state for transport
injured,_by falling trees, (Guardwhich deserves to be highlighted,
ian, 27,2, 0), The same storm ripped over the north sea and caused
ii) Parkybsﬂqjiﬁgnked.
more_deaths on the continent, ‘The
On the night of January 25-25th
toll from gale force winds
TSBO, a massive storm hit the coun- death
which whipped across France at the
try which was all too reminiscent
weekend
rose
to
23
yesterday
after
of the lee? hurricane, ln America
two people died of heir injuries,
it is customerv to anthropomorphize Another
sik people were killed hurricanes and this custom was
five by falling trees - when the
gradually being picked up in Britstorms swept eastwards into Uest
arm at the time and, as 3 result,
Germany," (‘Autogeddon, p,l2T),
the storm was frequently referred
It wou d seem that Parky‘s plan to
to as Sara,
make roads environments ly friendly
Undaunted by the claims that this
lining them with millions of
storm was a manifestation of global by
trees was destined to transform the
warminﬂ, 3 fgw weekg later Parkyr
motorways into death
"unveiled plans to spend £5,7 bill- country's
traps, It has to be asked why Perky
ion on roads in England over the
such a scheme whic would
next three years as part of a roll- supported
force motorists to play skittles
ing programme to invest at least
with thousands of falling trees,
£lz,4 billion in the l9B0s,“ This
was it because the secre ary of
was, ‘the largest road building
state was:totally off his bonk,
had concocted the plan in mid bonk,

Parkinson shuns
road plan fears
G-uawplnvd 2|-3»-7,9

2*

programme ever undertaken," The
epartment for the Promotion of the
interests of hultinational Car Corporations had forecast that such a
vast public building programme was
needed because Lord McAlpihe, the
Tory party's chief fundraiser, wanted some of his money back and
because, “traffic could rise by
lA2t by the year 2025,“ (Guardian,
2l,2,9 ),
As has been noted earlier, Parky
(who used to be a director of a
road construction company) couldn't
believe for a single moment that
his huge investment in roads would
damage the environment, "Ue don‘t
see_roads as being hostile to the
environment,“ (Guardian 2l,2,90)
let alone increase global warming,
(Such an ability to ignore reality
does not come without a great dea
of practice and during his time as
secretary of state for energy, when
he was s eering through par lament
the privatization of he electricity industry, he continued to argue,
right up to the very last minute,

or,

had suggested the idea to bonk as
many mo orists as possible in order
to sabotage what little interest
they had in the environment?
Uha ever the reason, Perky certainly wasn't going to be bon ed by
Sara and neither the road building
programme nor the tree planting
scheme was modified in the
slightest.

iii) ﬂow to .b!u.rder. ifo§.o,cist.e
Le all .

‘The Departmenf of lransport in
promoting its environmental credentials, has claimed that road schemes are beneficial to the environment, In particular it has pointed
to the large number of trees it
plants, B0 million have been planted since l9G3 at an average of
20,000 per week, This is more trees
and shrubs for amenity purposes
than planted by any o her single
body in the cpountry, (TEBT ' rong
Side of the Tracks, Impacts of Road
a Rail Transport on the Environment' p,lBB),
Humberside county council also does
the same, “Humberside County Council has decided to plant 17,500
trees alongside roads in Humberside,‘ (Humberside Reporter, Autumn
i990 no,3),

i
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second mega-capital-intensive con-,

1%/077/e12 CECIL Pmcklil/so/ll (G1_oE/)1. olvzmm/® l/IC77/)1

struction
proiect (the Shopping
centre) which in turn gave _ir h

to
a third mega-capital-intensive construction project (the motorway)
which is supposed to pay off t e
debts of the first mega-capitalintensive construction project (the
bridge), This form of economics is
often referred to as socialist deficit funding but to any normal
perion it's called fuc ing grandiose, le_tie ex ravagance,
_
Porky, or course, leapt at the idea
of a motorway since it would mean
an eronomic

oost for hli home

t

constituency and thus increase his
chances of being re-elected, Parkyl
of course, opposed the project for
exactly the same reason, The last
thing he wanted was Porky
and arting at him across
patch box or yet another
mentar season.
so, inythe summer of lS90
wooed the rougncut in the

belching
the desparlia-

Parky
groin by

peregrine the igga of 3 new motor-

way (HUI

a few months later, gave him another lashing by ennouncingsthatlthe
rovernment wou d spend '. bii ion
aagganlhqgéhé Al rngo a motorway,
(, 3, ,
- no ecause i
,s
needed but because it enabled him
to rub Porky's nose in the mire, It
gnppld be remembered that the cost

iv) Ibo ﬂ.u1iibec--Bri<ise.-

The battle_over the east coast motorway has its roots in the lS60s
when the Harold Uilson goyernment
faced a by-election in Boo which
was crucial to its survival, “Barbara Castle electrified a by-elect'
'
h a t the
ion
mee t ing b y announcing
government had authorized thepbuiling of the bridge (Gdh, r,l,90l,
The ‘umber Bridge was a product or
Labour iglovernment col*rul1‘tion,_ This
must be oneof the biggest sting
operations in history
when the
I
~
Labour party bribed its supporters
1

.

with their own monelfl
.
The people of 6r°t5V1He are '19?’ ti
med to Pall fol: n-'e..‘u“‘t‘er t'Nd'3*3
fm‘ the rest '3.” their lW'59- H5.

debts are projected to reach halt a

Daily Nail 2o,5,90i and,

of the east coast motorway had been
estimated to be in the region of

6?uﬁ%Ewﬂm/I5?-8\€h9

,_,_,,,, £l billion,
_
.
.
EitN_ARD WEX was a ?E3lIASttl;fcg§;1Ci¥1°t€1Zu%€g;tlg:%
glnnlhﬂeerﬂégéfélgglglélgdegé win Tggw directly the two
remarkable a memo_ things wewconnected has 3}

rial for himself as ' a man could
' 1gli11‘£yPutI}11gct€)€;?(§1IE1ltllC1}')Iull:Hll1l])1(§1r
lBridge that connects Hull and
rG1'lITlSbY, Yorkshire and Lin‘i colnshire. The vast, lovely loop

ways beenat(lisp)-1tBd,bl-ltill
ear, Barbara Jan"
CasT tllzwelgcttgifilfad a by-electionr
gmeeting by aflnﬂllflﬁiﬂgthat the l
government had authorised the,
lbuilding’ Of th9_ b1‘1d88 -— _HI1 ,

our remains the longest, single s, €nl1erpr1S€ which the Dally

billion by the end of the century.

A ispan suspension bridge in the (Telegraph there-afterk ‘referee i

have to. pay as much as those with
E n worse the unem 1,; 9,3
(“'5' Va
’D y-

Aesthetics, statistics, and the nal 8Sil_ITl3_t€ of £13 millipns age
lconvenience of local cotnmuni- l £90 millions w en i w
,
h
1
r 0 erred (years late) and by last

llhat exacerbates this scandal is
that even those who do not own cars
are also responsible for repayin
the
brid
e's ever increasini debfs
sh
h ‘ah - my . ‘ tr -D 1;? , H)
mug
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the East, . Coast _l'T0t.eHio!-

Once it was realized that the fumber bridge's debts were spiralling
out of control, local La our councillors decided they had to build a
multi-million pound shopping centre
in 'ull to attract more_motorists
to use the bridge and thus reduce
its debts,
Unfortunately, it soon became apparent that t is would not be enough
and the bridge's debts continued o
escalate,
The only way to get people to shop
in the multi-mil ion pound shopping
centre was to build an east coast
motorway which would make it easier
for more people to visit the cilk.
so, a couple of years ago Humberside county council announced the
launch of a campaign for an east
coast motorway to ink Cambridge
(where the Hl currently ends) via
'ull and the ‘umber Bridge, to
Newcastle,
,
In other words, a bastard, megacapital-intensive construction project (the bridge) gave birth to a

world, at 4.625 feetblgger by 426 i to as Mrs CHSUBSPOT ﬂ1‘1‘@_-,
,‘feet than the Golden Gate itself. I Its costs soared froinan oriei-,

ties apart, owever, arnos
p
i
'e"°YYlh1“g
915° ab°“t 1* has yearthe
accumulated debthad'
been troublehand strife,
reached £350 million, With t1'9~f'
Such a Link had been talked
of for a hundred years, but
its hour came suddenly during
the Hull by-election of 1966, crucial for the Labour government
of the time, in which the Guardian's Richard Gott played_an
upsetting part by standing

MP stopped
by police on
motorway
HQ/H

Q9. I0 -7Up>

fic running M1958 than 3 Q1131’
ter of what had been Predicted,
and the hi8h95t toll Fates in the
country.

Porky immediately launched into a
counter offensive and claimed,
‘what the people of Humberside wanted was a proper motorway system
that would connect them down the
east roast via the Mil,“ (HDM
A,7,90), But even Porky must have
realized that his chances of a
brand new motorway were slim with
Parky in power,
A

vi)

Endaoi the

Porky and PorkyShow-

Once Parky realized Porky was like1y to be re-elected in the 1992
general election he decided that he
Epg1on't take any more and retired

from politics, with Parky out or

HULL East MP John Prescott has been interviewed by police for allegedly speeding at the way, Porky must have believed,
during the run up to the election,
l00mph in a Daimler car.
Mr Prescott was questioned by officers from that he'd soon be in power announWest Hcndon after being stopped on the Ml ring his new motorway, But alas, it
ime will tell
motorway on the outskirts of North London. wag not to be, But,
A spokesman for the Metropolitan police whether Porky will be able to arrsaid it was still bcing dccidcd whether he would ange another pork-barrel and see
face charges and that a decision was likely the construction of his east coast
“within the next few weeks."
oil slick.

it

There are many
wadical,
.
_
-. Lefties
' . ° who can _ discern the sli htist de gree of sexism,
endsgiggblragtzpiogt gtasstsnhin any activity. Unfortunate§y, however, they almost §noften hgld b moét O? uh lefghs. common prejudices in society — one indeed which is
runs dpe inythe Over_1ng e 1 T, wadicals themselves — carism. Support for the car
iticiaaspes eciall thospua r a ized nations and is especially prevalent amongst polSame Ha thp _
y
- n government - no matter what party is in power. In the
y
at former overnment minister George Younger encoura ed the olice to rosecute people who smoée dope in order to protect his beer rofi§s, so mgtorists hgve
tahen cpntroi Ot governmen and use their political power E0 enhance their own
in eres s.
t
'
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$)+Gg?B€QmQﬂtHini8t6FS,areﬂptogists.

T;f~"a IY étl government ministers are motorists,
__wra ts not one_unaouiterated pedestrian mp D1cy*f1§r_1" AAWBP. Igis is an obvious example of polit-

-llslémfii-l.'£°§§'.3i'=-iL'l'§,l'El1".?*

inr-

i
_, ' =-3a I ~
y - peies rians ramb ers
Ana °1¢Y€11?l5. ihere would be a particulally loud
eutugysir the secretary of state for trangpgpt gag

ii?

,

Off slice: _B_i_kes,.

rernaps the most obvious manifestation of the tory
9AV?[Hmént's anttoathy towards the carless is that whilst it is perfectly willing to gpenq ten; Oi D1111°"5 Al Avvnds on outiding mo orways for cars and
9'Q*1°1“Q 911110"? OT bounds in subsidies to the car
l“@v5lPY V18 company car perks, its attitude to the
?l¥Y¢§@ 15 that. "The government still believes that
it is not its role to encourage Eoplg in gygle ir
(CiC Cycle Digest Summer T991, p,?),
'

However, such is the dominance of motorists both in
government and society that Porky's misdemeanor did
not lead to his resignation, or election, from the
shagow cabinet: As a result. if Labour had won the
ls9z general Eieﬁllvni he could have become secretary
of state for transport, Allowing speed fanatics like
Porky to be secretary of state or transport is like
putting the Mafia in charge of the Bank of England,
vi)

IQ§3§lYil_§ergants in

lb?
D???rtE§Q§~9fT'aQ5PQItﬁFeM0K9FiSt5motoris s grip on power is consolidated and reinfor-

ced by the fact that most civil servants in the department of transport are motorists. Applicants for
Jobs in the Doi are reguired to indicate on their
application forms whether they have a car, This seeming innocuous question is the means by which the DoT
is able to weed out any subversive ramblers or
bicyclists,
-

vii)
111) Tfeﬂﬁevrt,M1n1sters,MightRidooﬁike
N
g ButTbexre Still HQLQElsts.

ynrisirnnsr Chops was HP for SduthamptonLand a tory
transport minister before he lost his parliamentary
seat in the 19%: general election, He‘; also a motorist, Just before the general election he announced,
eernaos a little unwisely, that the n2? in his area
would be upgraded' to four lanes, There was a considerable degree of opposition to this scheme and so,
tn an attempt to convince the public that he was concerned about the environment and thus get himself reEiﬁiisﬁi be Joined a demo organized by the Southampl0n_Cvﬁ1ing Campaign to protest about a ‘cyclist ’
eating‘ bridge, His presence was about as welcome as
a turd on a front lawn, It did him no good, however,
and he lost his seat,

1"’
Governmsntiﬂﬁoistsrs
-inere_ane a number
Getting
Hi$hQo.5pe§§ot government ministers and shadow

mintsters who snow their concern for the environment

by speeding gown motorways, t _
LAPA Young: Lord found ined toy driving without due

care and attention," lGuarg1an i,,in,91_ p_3)l
tﬁni Just like his policies on the environment, Lord

dung was one oi the few profligate carbon tarts who
was foolish enough to allow himself to go on record
A? 53Y1nd that he would like to see the abolition of
atl regulations protecting the environment),
Allan Clarke; Fined £100 for roaring down a motorway
at Sdmph, (Daily Hirror ll,l,9l),
V)

P0l"kY Géts High on $_peed.

It has already been pointed out above that a few
years ago For y was caught speeding down the motor"3Y- "A1151 it may be perfectly acceptable for mere
transport ministers to show their allegiance to the
5?? DY being caught speeding, it might have been
thought tha it would have een_an entirely different
matter for prospective secretaries of state for
transport to be caught setting such a bad example,
Not only is speeding excessively dangerous it 15
extreme y energy inefficient and the rate of emissions from vehicle exhausts accelerates at speeds
greater than 55mph, It would seem then that when it
comes down to it that Porky couldn't give a damn
about the environment, As ong as he's getting high
on speed what the fuck does he, or for hat matter
the countless millions of other motorists, really
care about the planet?

,

Motoristssﬁompile

Qor.Bollutiooiﬁtaﬁisiics.

Another aspect of the political corruption caused by
the car is that the civil servants who compile statistics about car pollution are motorists, As a conseguence. they have a vested interest in minimizing

the car's impact on the Earth and have been peddling

the lie that cars emit only T82 of global CD2 @m155ions, This fact alone is proof of the wholsale
corruption amongst civil servants,

WHATanexampleDdaI:eMii>
*bh:1Qhn(1ut1nsghenmodﬁmas
by being ﬁned £100 for roaring
downamotorwayat9&nph.
Arroganfllurislikeliimseem
to think they are beyond the
law. -— Mrs F. Pearce;
Shemeld.

viii>
Reedsesrs
essersice.
Rails
A!;€£!fl-.(MM: Perhaps the most well known example of the DoT's

pro-car bigotry is that while it funds road constr-

uction out of general taxation, so that motorists
don't have to pay for using the roads, it refuses to
fund the construction of railways in the same way but
expects people who use the railways to pay the costs
themselves, The government provides motorways for the
rich but expects the poor to pay for the railways,

1 X)

T11¢ _D,Q1'l§“_,C_os,l=.. sled?L t l'lria1_y_s is.

The most blatant example of the car corruption in the
DoT is the department's cost-benefit analysis, This
ts used to assess whether a proposed road construction proiect should be given the go-ahead or not, Over
the years this analysis has been used to give the goahead to virtually every controversial road pro osal
around the country, As a consequence it is widely
regarded as a joke and nothing more than a smokescreen for the interests of the country's construction
companies most of whom make substantial payments to
the tory party, The preposterous scams. no to mention lies and_ raud, involved in this analysis are so
great they riyal_Jasper Carrott's car insurance claim
whoppers and it is a wonder he hasn't progressed to
ridiculing cost benefit analyses.
There are a number of absurdities, Firstly, ‘The

Department of Transport assesses only short separate
sections of road rather than the who e road,“
{Guardian l6,9,9l, p,2l, This is a real gem, Taken to
its logical conclusion, what it means is that once a
road has been started the benefits accrue only when
it is finished, Basically all that the DoT needs to
do is build a small stre ch of road pointing out of
London and the analysis can then be used to legitimize the construction of hundreds of miles of motorway
to the other side of the country,
Secondly, many people think tha the environmental
element in cost-benefit analysis means that green
spaces, such as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Sites of Special Scientific lnteres , etc,, are given
additional protection, On the contrary, the analysis
is rigged_to attract roads to such places,
The Do. lied for years about the value it allocated
to open spaces, I was eventually forced to admit y
that it gave them only a nominal value, In fact this
turned out to be another lie, They were given a negative monetary value according to the amount of money
needed to maintain them, As a consequence, "in the
case of very important sites reduiring maintenance,
CoBa (the name of the DoT's cost-bene it analysis)
maytreat their destruction as a benefit to the
na ion, The perversities_of CoBa may help to explain
why important wildlife sites appear to attract
roads,“ (Rupert Harwood ‘Roads without Reason‘ Alarm
Bells Spring T991, p,2i,
g
_
many of the assumptions employed in cost benefit
aha ysis are so biased that every effort has to be
made to keep them secret for fear of inducing public
ridicule which would put the whole exercise into
public disrepute.

ln the days before the_car local civil servants used
to live in prestigous inner city areas_and had a self
interest not only in preserving their_iob and enhancing their privi ages but in influencing local government policies to increase the value of their homes
in the city, However, because so many of them now
live outside the city they serve, they no longer benefit from increases in ci y property values, hey are
no longer adversely affected by_urban planning b ight
and have no interest in minimizing its damage, Uh he
contrary, it is now in their interest to give the goahead for massive new roads into city cen res, no
matter what planning blight might be caused, in order
to enhance t e value of heir property outside the
city, They have a personal, vested in erest in the
construction of roads through inner city areas and
will push through such proposals no matter how destructive this might be to people's lives, to community life, or to the city's eritage. _
The point which needs to be made, t en, is that
instead of trying to reduce the material self interest of local civil servants it ought to be encouraged by insisting that they live within the city,
They would then be far more concerned about protecting what at the moment they are so willing to sacri-

fice, Civil servants should be compelled o have
vested interests in the city not allowed to escape
such interests,
Locational interests became so acute in New York that
state legislators passed a law banning the state from
employing heople w o lived outside the area, “In New
York, civi servants are required by law to live in
the city," (Guardian 20,9,90,,p,20l, It's about time
the same law was enacted in this country,

xi)
Motor i,s.t so l2i:o..w U2
Gcoen_Pact¥'s_Bew.Thpnsp0rt.QempaianVirtually all local government civil servants are not
It is hardly to be expected tha the new igh green
X) L0C81s§iYi15QrVQﬂt8Br8 Commuters-

merely motorists but commuters, They live outside the
city or which they work, As a resu t when local
civil servants draw up plans for a city they distort
the plans to favour those who live outside, rather
than those inside, the city, Dne of the main reasons
why, over the last few decades, so many roads have
been driven through inner city areas is so that top
local government officials can sweep into the city
centre and get to their offices with the minimum of
dela ,
Hegel suggested that civil servants represented the
general interest but narxtsts countered by arguing
they represented only their own particular interests
which often ran counter to the general interest, what
narx ignored, however, was their locational
interests,

leadership of the green party would be immune to such
political corruption, The team which drew up the
garty's new transport policies were all motorists,
he green party goes out oi its way to balance the
sexes in its hig est posts by having one man one
woman, it seems to ignore the need for a transport
balance - one bicyclistfone motorist,
The lack of consultation over the formulation of
these new policies, especially the ban on engines
over l600cc, caused a degree of embarrassmeh to
those expected to extol he virtues of these pol?
icies, After turning ua for interviews in ‘large
cars they found themse ves being grilled by
interviewers wanting to know why hey weren't
supporting their party's policies,

Carism is one of the most pervasive, yet overlooked, forms of discrimination in the
over-industrialized nations and the carless are treated as second—class citizens. As
is usual in such situations, the oppressed not merely suffer because of their
oppression but are condemned for being deprived and hen punished. Discrimination
against the carless manifests_itself in a number of ways.
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1) Doctor Refuses L0 Treat
DyingBi¢y¢1ist.

‘A doctor refused o leave his surgery in East Ham to help a dying
cyc ist," (London Cyclist
July/August T991),
(Mn; It would appear that some doctors, all of whom are motorists,
have such a contempt for the carless they won't even treat the
terminally ill until they show
their driving license),
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g,Yed.(hm: The company car perk is a

welfare payment to the rich and superrich, " very household in Britain

is paying an average £150 a year
subsid or company cars,“ ( uardian 4,g,9l, p,2), ompany managers
and directors receive more in com-
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Doctor refuses to
help dying cyclist
A Doctor refused to leave his surgery in East Ham to help a dying
cyclist. GP Kalariyil Azad was working just 20 feet from where David
Stensoh had fallen off his bike and
cracked his head. However, he ignored the pleas to leave his surgery
and give
1 ﬁrst aid, a disciplinary hearing

I.

“’aS‘°"
Worried

bystanders flagged
down a patrol car and a policeman
rushed into the surgeryto ask for the
doctor’s help.
A nurse eventually gave Mr
Stenson, 54, the kiss of life. But he
died of a heart attack 10 minutes
after being rushed to hospital.

'I"1-{IE1
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pany cars perks than an unemployed
person receives in income support,
All motorists, however, receive
huge welffare payments for having a
car, It has been calculated that
motorists pay only 27% of the total
costs of owning a car which means
that even the unemployed help to
subsidize rich motorists),

iii) The PQll.TQX' Even the
§o:1ess.Subsidize Ebtocisis-

(ﬁn; The introduction of the poll
tax meant that many carless geople,
such as the low paid, contri uted
as much to local authorities‘ expenditure on transport as rich,
multi-car owning, individuals, Even
the unemployed, who are least likely to own a car, contribute to improved transport for the rich),
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TbsBest_EnvironmentglL§ts.
(hm; Virtually every Job advert for
an environmental post requests that
applicants must be a car-owner and
invariably includes an extremely
lucrative offer of a massive car
allowance, it is utterly preposterous offering people who are supp-

osed to be protecting the environment, a machine which is the second
or third biggest contributor to the
ecological devastation of the Earth

- it‘s a bit like demanding that
iﬂplicants for a iob as a bank manager must have a police record of
armed robbery, This state of affairs proves_conclusively that companies land local authorities) are
not looking for environmentalists
who will protect the environment
out seek people who will protect

the company from criticisms levelled by radical environmentalists,
The bes way for a company to guarantee that the person they hire
will protect the company and not
the environment is to em loy car
owners, As far as capitalists are
concerned, having a car is the sine
oua non for being a good, reliable,
company environmentalist),
v )

China's
Transpprt Egperts.

(hh; The follovino anecdote is lust
of an example of the fact that discrimination against bicyclists is
not confined to Britain but is pervasive around the world even in
bicycle dominated, so-called developing nations, like China),
“when a senior Chinese transport
planner stood up in London recently
io tell environmentalists that
there were now 6 million people in
Belling with bicycles, there were
gasps of admiration and envy (sic)
at the advanced thinking of the
east, Hardly had the expressions of
delight formed than they turned to
ghas ly rictit as the man proceeded
o denounce the bike as “vicious”,
It_gets in the way of traffic,“ he
sai , innocently outlining his vision of progress and a China full of
motorways and Fords, The environmentalists were speechless," (John
Vidal, Guardian 27,3,92, p,3l),
(hh: I Ricti - an ocular impediment, common amongst western environmentalists, creates the illusion
that only western overnments discriminate against tge carless, whilst governments in the ‘developing
world‘ want nothing more than to
provide the best cycle network for
the peddle-crazy masses who can
then use their bic cles to cruise
around the far easl on millions of
miles of pretty cycle tracks,

vi)
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_Devoi1eu,t9_$hel!QLoeist-

ln Sritain, motorists have such a
tldht grip on power they have been
able to ensure there is virtually
no monitoring of vehicle exhaust
pollution, ‘ r Malcolm Green, dean
of the National Heart and Lung
Institute and chair of the British
Lung Foundation, has said that
investigations into air duality
were virtually abandoned since the
1970s after t e success of the
clean air act, Britain has Just six
stetiohs monitoring car exhaust
pollution," (Guardian 26,7,90l,
In comparison to the non monitoring
of the country‘s pollution flows,
vast amounts of money are lavished
on monitoring traffic flows, Local
authority transport departments
Employ hundreds of people to measure the number of cars on the roads
and it is a fairly common site to
see people sitting in little portakabins, perched close to the edge
of a maior road intersection, counting the numbers of passing cars,
Local authorities also employ people to analyze these traffic surveys
and make recommendations on how to
speed up the flow of traffic, Yet
more people are employed to im lement their recommendations whether
this might involve a chanTe in the
freouency of traffic lighls, road
widening, or the construction of a
new road, Local authorities spend
vast sums of money ensurini the
smooth flow of traffic so lhat no
motorist will be delayed during
their Journey,
‘
To help them to predict when they need
to swing into action, and to avoid the
expense of‘ unnecessary gritting, the
county council uses a computer system.
Eight roadside weather sensors around
the county feed information along telephone lines to a computer at County
Hall, Beverley. The roadside weather stations record information on wind, rain
and temperature. Sensors in the road surface can even tell how much salt is left on
the road from previous grittings.
Information from these stations is also
used ‘by the Meteorological Office in
Leeds which then provides the county
council with a forecast of temperatures
during the night and early hours of the
moming.
This forecast is monitored throughout
the night as actual readings are made. If
temperatures are seen to be following a
predicted pattem which falls below freezing point, crews stationed at nine operational depots are alerted and carry out
salting,mostly duringtheearly hours
of the moming before the temperatures drop to freezing point - which A
usually happens only for a few hours
around dawn.

Hu/ngeksivs aclsvoliri-11 \JmJT’ ivy! ,--5'

Up and_down the country, local aut orities have acquired the most
detailed knowled e of the traffic
flows on all of lheir major roads
going back ten, twenty, and even
hir y_years, But, they haven't got
the s iohtest inkling as to how
much po_lution these cars have
dumped into the atmosphere during
this period because no such measurements were taken,
ror example, Humberside county council has only one once monitored
atmospheric pollution in the county
since its inception in T974 - and
this was only to look for 6 insignificant pollutants, However, in a
recent edition of its freebie newsO&per,_a report detailed the amount
of work needed to salt the county's
roads during the winter to keep

threaten to take him to court and
co u..'mri/71.7 SUFFETTED) throw him in prison, what does it
matter how much misery that motorHA-.S3‘J.£"D ﬁr/D
ists inflict on cyclists and how
P014on/so trymomtilzl‘ much they endanger cyclists‘ life?
50 lJmvT'Do -rm-'" /oucv;-' But, if a cyclist dares to disturb
the tranoui ity of the motorists
l9a§’77#aJbem/rbrﬁwmul who blithely push him into the
Tjlilj CY(’Ll§T is

mrﬂ in! Pftlsod Fol: Fm-I-M/F kerb, he'll be thrown in prison,
FﬁwEsiwT1w€'£n£ﬂn£ﬂ%mJLQ Enough of such nonsense - time to

vii) Motorists,Not to be
Disturbed by Gy¢1isi§-

traffic flowing, “To help them to
predict when they need to swing
into action, and to avoid the empense of unnecessary grittin , the
county council uses a compuler sys-

along telephone lines to a computer

throughout the night_as actual

readings are made, ll temperatures
are seen to be followin a predicted pattern which falls gelow freezing point, crews stationed at nine
operational depots are alerted and
carry out saltino." (Humberside
ﬁeporter winter T991 p,5l,
The county council has a computer
to "prevent unnecessary grittino“
but it doesn't have a computer o
collect information on the county‘s
levels of atmospheric pollution, it
has installed, eight roadside weather sensors“ but as not installed
any pollution sensors, lt has “sensors in the road surface to measure
the amount of salt on the road“ but
there are no sensors to measure the
amount of pollution on these roads,
And, finally, whilst it has half a
dozen crews kept on 24 hour standby
to salt roads, it doesn‘t have an one available to indicate to people
on the streets when levels of some
of the worst forms of pollution on
Earth have reached critical levels
so that action can be taken either
to stop or to reduce the ollution
or to warn people of the hazards
they face,
The county council spends tens of
millions of pounds on motorists ensuring that everything possible is
done o keep them happy, but it
doesn't do anything to protect ped-

estrians from brea hing in the tokic fumes created by these poisonous
bastards, There could hard y be a
greater indication of the striking
contrast between the amount of at ention lavished on motorists and
the total neglect of the environment, This is out and out discrimination against the carless,

‘Angry cyclist Pete A ams has been
warned by police - for looking
ugl , Pete, furious about heavy
tralfic, ulls hideous faces at car
drivers, Be complained, "The amount
of traffic is making life heil for
us cyclists and pedestrians, But
now he has been told he could end
fiup in court, hotorists recoil in
lfshock when they see Pete‘s horrible
“lmu staring at them He has been
:§warned by police that any expressflion of anger towards motorists
,"could lea to him being taken to
i§court, “If his behaviour makes
xipeople want to get out of their ~:ar
iiand hit him, he could be arrested
éifor a breach of the peace," (Daily
it Mir
' ror 27 , 7 , 91 , p,l5),
i
inn; when a cyclist who has been
ifbuffeted, poisoned and harassed by
’ motorists
for1 _ over 30 years tries
1
-tr
I
ti2 ma kei someg feeble gesture of
protest against cars, the police
.r

tem, Eight roadside weather sensors
around he county feed information

at County hall, Beverley, The roadside wea her station record information on wind, rain, and temperature, bensors in the road surface
can even tell how much salt is left
on the road from previous grittings, Information from these stallQﬂSilS also used by the_Meteorological office in Leeds which then
provides the county council with a
forecast or temperatures during the
night and early hours of the morning, This forecast is monitored

get out the submachine guns to plug
a few motorists.
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Concept ofthe '§0odLifej.

During the T992 general election
campaign, John haior sought to outline his ideal society, e mentioned the pathway to prosperity that
had been achieved during the rel-n
of Margaret Thatcher, what John gab
to offer, however, was much more
grandiose, “l'm going to turn that"
pathway into a four ane motorway,
(Guardian 6,4,92, p,l2l,
(hm; To ecological ignoramuses such
as citizen Jaior the best indicator
of the ‘good life‘ is the number of
four lane motorways, The pro-car
bigotry in his vision of the ‘good
life‘ is plain - he wants to create
a paradise for motorists_and bugger
the bicyclists, After all, he surely can't believe that everyone in
his classlees society is QOIHQ to
own a car? Can hellllllll,
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“Crazed Driver on Loose,“ “h maniac
motorist armed with a steel pole
day, A motorist finally_ceiled the attacked two drivers who flashed
their lights at him, Dne terrified
po ICE, who found the girl e reman was punched in the face as he
mains spread over 50 yards, (the
sat in his car, The other driver
guardian l6,li,b8),
i
A college lecturer drank two and a ran away ,, and the crazed motorist
smashed up his new car with the
half bot ies of vodka before he
pole,‘ (Daily Mirror l7,l2,9ll,
mowed down and killed a boy, a
‘Playing Chicken with the new
court heard yesterday, George
Highwaymen“ _
Clarke left onathon Parfit , I3,
tn ; T is article is so full of
dead on the pavement and drove on
interesting insights into the
to buy his fourth motile or the
gay," (Daily Eypre55 27,3,90),
_ mentality of the motorist that it
‘Bike Death Driver was so Callous,“ has been reprinted in full),
nicnael Thomas knocked noon ann_
ii) liis Ne2§£_L9Q bate
killed David Button, a father of
to Learn Howg§oDgivq.
six, lust before Xmas 1991, ht the
Lady Nancy Vernon is 9§"years old,
ihquggt the qnroner 5aid,f"i heve
She has had a orovisiona driving
never come across a se o ac s
which shows such callous disregard license since 924, In l99l she ad
for one‘s fellow humans - to knock an accident and magistrates decide
to bah her from driving her Triumph
someone down in a dark lane and
Dolomite until she ,,, passed her
drive off, not knowing whether he
was dead, d ing or iniured,“ (Daily driving test, (Daily Mirror
l,2,92 .
Hirror l,2,l2l,

are ﬁptorists?

(HM; The behaviour of many motorists is utterly vile, There have
always been oomans who are pathological killers or sick degeneretes
but the warmth, comfort and security provided by cars, end their
ability to speed away from the
scene of any crime, seems to
encourage such tendentlasl. _ _
‘R driver who can dﬂvﬂ and K1119? 3
hitch-hiker who gave him a iv sign
for failing to give him a lift, was
Béﬂléﬂﬁed D l1V@ Y@5l5' E°UlD
custody at Bristol Crown ourt yesterday, The court was told that
Dalley mounted the pavement and
drove his van at almost 50 mph into.
Clifford James, an able seamen in
the Royal Navy,“ (Daily Telegraph
3D,7,8dl.
T'ht least 20 cars ran over a l2
ear old girl as she sought help
lor her dying father after a motorway crash, police said yester-

socket and hurled it into the

Playing chicken
witﬂh
the
new
highwaymen
l
.
<3%#HﬁvI'
Duncan Campbell
warns of a US trend
in motoring reparlee

An American over here from
T Los Angeles last month related
l bonhomie, beer and how's yer man that at least a couple of moming and crossed the road how there had been a rash of
father, and to meet the irre- councillors must live in-the at an angle. A car which had F “commuter slayings" in Calipressible chirpy chappies who street. I was going slowly, too turned into the road without ,l'ornia. In a two-month period
inhabit them. We had had a slowly for the driver behind signalling that it was doing so, eight people had been shot dead
jolly night and were making who peeped furiously and skidded to a halt and its driver after arguments over cutting in,

as he crossed the road. The passenger was particularly annoyed with the shaking ﬁgure,

4

‘and seemed to imply that he
was lucky to get off with such a

"Are you f’“ing blind,
our way to our car acnoss Com- ﬂashed his lights. I went slower said: Tn-n-7"
mercial Road when a car sped - never do that unless you youc _ .
I was on foot, so on this occaS I WAS walking to work shaken, was less aggressive but towards us, peeping furiously. have a Heckler and Koch self- sion
I could hardly say I had
Myesterday morning I saw made it clear that he felt the We jumped out of the way and loading carbine in your glove stalled.
Anyway, he was
compartment — and chummy
two men crossing the 1 man had deliberately taken it my friend made a laconic
smaller and older than me so,
l small penalty for his misbehaiviour. The driver, clearly

-I
I

road at the traffic lights. A van
whizzcd towards them at speed,
peeping its horn and making no
effort to slow down. It seemed
as though it_ was bound to hit
one of them and, sure enough,
thc next second, one of the pedcstrians went down clutching
his foot.
I started to make a note of the
van's number, but it had already stopped and the driver, a
yourig man, and his passenger,
-a woman, got out and came
towards the felled commuter.

easy in crossing the road — V-sign at the departing vehicle.
which he hadn't — and had He won't do that again.
The car scrccched to a halt,
cl only himself to blame for being
skidded
around, and drove
1 run over.
After exchanging addresses straight at us. I jumped out of
these scourges of slow pedestri- the way, and my friend went
ans set oil‘ on their day's duties down with a broken foot. The
1 for the horticultural firm which driver and his irrepressible
is lucky enough to employ such l chirpy companions lcant out of
no-nonsense workers. The limp- the window and said roughly,
ing pedestrian ruefully l “That'll teach you not to do that
r remarked that they would prob- l again," interspersed with the
Tably sue him for damage to mandatory couple of dozen F
and C words. Ah, London, we
their van.
It reminded me of an incident thought, God bless yer.
T
l

4

l

It made me wary of London
Instead of asking if he was all more than 20 years ago when I
’i-ight, they immediately ﬁrst came to London. l and a l motorists, I.;ir my guard slipped
launched into accusations that friend had gone to the East End J earlier this year when driving

he had been jay-walking and ‘ to soc the pubs we had heard through an area of north Lon. had deliberately slowed down about in Scotland that were all Tdon so full of sleeping police-

overtaking, driving too slowly,

T
l
l

L

'
b umpers. and so on .
bumping
This had caused wide publicity
in the press, leading under-

standably to the complete
reverse: now every driver join-

duly overtook, skidded to a
halt. and leapt out of his car in J trying to sound as irrepressible ing the highway was saying,
menacing fashion. accompan- as possible. I countered: “You “After you, Jack," “No, no,
never signalled. What are you Bart, after you." bringing trafT ied by his friend, a pitbull ter- getting
so excited about?” This ﬁc to a standstill.
rier i.n a shell suit. They deIf London's motorists — I
met
with
a barrage of furious
manded to know what the P“ I T-l
think
this is a big city problem;
thought I was .i‘“"'ing doing, abuse, before the driver turned
into the driveway of the local l don‘t believe commuters in
you l""'ing e
.
I ﬂung open the door of my funeral directors where I pro Dundee or Darlinggton are quite
car and sent both of them sume he works and where the so livid about life -- continue
with their present high-octane
sprawling to the ground. clutch- clients don't answer back.
level
of pointless fury, we will
Relating these tales of coming damaged knees; pausing
l only to say, "Wash your mouth munity life to a colleague. he soon be reporting brains splatout, shorty," I drove past them told me how he had had a simi- tered on windscreens and
l
and away. Well, in my imagina- Tl lar experience with a driver shooteuts on the North Circution I did that; in reality I sat who felt he had cut in on him lar. Only then perhaps will
l
pathetically still and explained on Haverstock Hill. Hampstead. people reach the happy stage of,
weakly that my car had stalled. The driver overtook, stopped, “After you. Derek," “N0. no,
Then last month I was walk- jumped out. wrestled my col- F after you, Greg.“ Until then,
ing to the newsagenfs in the league's front window out of its don't catch their cyc.
T
I
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(hh; it is has been argued above
that hottin ‘ is a new phenomenon
in Etllélﬂ,-?ﬂ as much as hotters
are people who set out to steal a
car and then deliberately act reck
19951? by carrying out extremely
dangerous stunts, then it could be
argued that all motorists are hotters, Around the world, motorists
slaughter nearly a quarter of a
mllilOD_DEDDlE eyery year, permanently disable_miilions more and
iniure tens or millions, A large
proportion of these deaths are not
the result of tragic accident; in
which circumstances conspire to
oroduce a fatality but are caused
by deliberately reckless behaviour
cisted below are Just a few such
exampies of the murders committed
DY the ADDEPH, motorired, barbarian
QUFUE5,

ThUU5anCS

Of

adﬁltlﬂﬂal

éiamules could be found if anyone
couid stomach the blood),
fCrazy ‘Hotter‘ hows Down Teenage
sweethearts, “A teenaged couple
were mown down =nc killed as theY

ii
A TEENAGED couple were mown down
and killed as they strolled hand in hand
after a night out — suspected victims of the
deadly car “hotting” craze.

Sweethearts Lisa Morrell and Darryl Coppin.
both 17. were struck by a Ford Capri which
swerved out of control and mounted the pavement before smashing through a garage plate
y
glass window.

TWO teenage 'ioyriders were yesterday

cursed to live forever with the torment of
having killed a 10-month-old baby.

The 14-year-old driver and his passenger, aged 15,
A were told by judge Sir John Waite: “Your excitement
at taking the car was soon over and the moment
for boasting about it never came.

Seasigg
stroll
couple
killed
A COUPLE walking

along a quiet seafront
promenade were killed
instantly yesterday
when they were mown
down by a car.
Michael O'Connor,
41, and his wife
Glenys, 43, were hit by
a white Ford Orion as
they strolled near a
restaurant on Walney

Island, Cumbria.
Police arrested the
25-year-old driver and

his passenger, 24, and

were later questioning
them about drink-driv-

mg offences.

strolled hand in hand after a night T74E*'09l1-Ymlmoi '5-2-‘f2

out - suspected victims of the
JEHDIY car 'hottino' craze, Tie
2
sweethearts, both T7, were Struck
by a ford capri which swerved out
of control and mounted cue pavement
oeiore smashing through a garage
Di§le_glass window," (Daily mirror
pirij-‘jg:

c:i7)i

I
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tin; As if to confirm that all motorists are hotters the tabloid is
A BABY boy was ﬁghting
increasingly uszng the term ‘hott- {Q1-his in-elastmghtafter
a hit-and-run driver
ing to describe more and more
Smﬂehsdinwhispram on
accidents),

a zebra crossing.
The eight-month-old
‘
"
. 1
a Y(HD
youths appeared in court accused of tot was tossed into the air
as the van struck him and
the ‘iuyride‘ kiliino of 12 year
three-yea.r-old sister
old Adele Thompson, Adele died and his
two boys aged 9 and T0 were oadly' in Toxteth. Liverpool.
irwﬂ

Sela

In

Qﬁe*e

Trapeﬂ

m

NT

hurt when the cer crashed into

roam,‘ (Daily mirror 2.ll,9El,
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‘Baby in Hit-Run Horror,“ “A baby
boy was fighting for his life af er
a hit-and-run driver smashed into
his pram on a zebra crossing,“
(Daily Hirror l5,2,92l,
'Driver Dies as he Flees Smash, “ "A
motorist who survived a motorway
smash in thick fog_yesterday was
killed as he fled from the wreckage,“ (Daily mirror d,2,92i,

By PATRICK MULCH RONE

A MOTORIST
W110smash
8111‘vived
a motorway

in thick fog yesterday was
killed as he ﬂed from the
wreckage.»

P11i1iI1B\111<>\1sh.42. was

hit by another vehicle as

Bﬁaggiﬁiﬂgﬂ §§9{% Egg
carriageway of the M61,
nearIB01t0n,(3reater
Manchester.
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not yet been named.
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condition
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The girl. who waspushms the pr-un.wes treated
f°" Shock
a1°ng
with
her
mum and
two-year-.
Old brothen They have
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"Joyride Kiilers are UUFSEU by a
Judge,“ “Two teenage Joyridegs
killed a lo month old baby, lhé
hotters goaoed police into chasing
them through the streets of mewcastle, Then they leapt clear of
their speeding hontego, The driverless car smashed into little Richard Harthill‘s pushchair being
wheeled by his lb year old mum,
Richard was flung into the air and
suffered severe brain IHJUFIES, H9
died in hospital,“ (Daily mirror
9 ll Si p ill
A
'§easide Etroll couple mil eo
couple walking aiong a quiet_seafront promenade were killed instantly yesterday when they were mown
down by a car,“ (The Sun 26,12,913,

M .1

..

A FATHER yesterday
slammed a. six-month jail
sentence given to the
drink-drive motorist who
killed his daughter.
Fireman Stephen
Linley. who was called
out to the accident in
which Elvina, 15, was
mown down, said it‘ was
“derisory".
“He should have got the
maximum five years for
causing death by reckless

drhdns3'eaniiur:Luney

after the sentence at Birmingham Crown Court.
David Wyman, 26. of
Birmingham, ‘who was
twice over the drink limit
and driving at 57mph in a
30mph zone at Sutton
Coldﬂeld. Midlands, got, 3,

I 26-I0-‘Pl

MOTORTNG menace John
Durkan, who killed two
men in a horrific highspeed crash, was jailed
yesterday for 40 months.
Durkan. 31, was already
banned for ﬁve years for
drink driving when his
van ploughed into the
men's car at 95 mph.
The two men d-led
instantly and Durkan,
who was returning from a
social club. was in a. coma
for four weeks.
Durkan, a heating engineer. of Filey, admitted
at York Crown Court
causing deaths by reckless driving.
He was banned from
driving for 15 years.

short sentence because of
his “genuine remorse".
T4:-' DAILY mikﬂofi 3- 3’- ‘ii 9.1.5”

A DFIUNKEN lawyer who killed a
By ROD CHAYTOR
van driver in a crash was jailed
Widow Teresa. 38. who has three childfor 21 months yesterday.

ren. said: “I think it's disgracedrunk two bottles of wine the night ful. It should have been a manslaughter
before. was still twice over the alcohol charge. Hell be ﬂree in a. year.“
lirnit when his car crashed into the van
Job‘-if KI11E,’I_1t. co-founder of the
Campaign against Drinking and Drivat 9am.
_
The sentence-for causing death by ing,s_aid: "It‘s an outrageous senreckless driving-was attacked by, the tenceg’
Stocks thought he was safe to drive
family of the dead man. Alan Bennett.
and anti-drink driving campaigners. when he set off to deliver a law lecture.
But he dozed off on the A6
We Ofmrri/111212012 2?-2-v.2
in Taddington Dale,
Derbyshire. and his Lada.
car crashed into the van,
which overturned.
Solicitor John Stocks. 3-l. who had

iv)

Motorists
Condonin iurder.

(MN; If a motoris? kills someone in
a car accident they are occasionally, but not always, charged with
manslaughter, If convicted they are
often given derisory sentences,
The manslaughter charge is inappropriate for he crimes committed by
bany motorists. If g person Jumps
into a car and deli erately drives
recklessly they may not in end to
kill anyone in par icular but they

know that their driving will dramatically increase the ikelihood of
a fatal accident, It's no different
from terrorists who plant bombs in
public places, They don't know who
their victims will be be they know
bhbt their actions will endanger
i e.
The vast maiority of the magistrates and judges who sit in fudgement over motorists involved in
fatal car accidents are themselves
motorists, This cannot but have an
unfair influence on their
decisions,
The maior reason motorists on trial
for manslaughter are given such
lenient sen ences, however, is
because the maximum penalty for
causing death by rec less driving
is 5 years, This law was made by
motorists for motorists and is
tantamount to condoning murder,
Listed below are a few examples
which clearly indicate that the
courts are treating motorists too
leniently, Some of these examples
reveal that the motorists indulging
in reckless driving are murderers),
‘Storm at 6 months for killer,"
‘David Hyman, who was twice over
the drink limit and driving at
57mph in a 30mph zone at Sutton
Coldfield,, was given a 6 month
jail sentence ,, for mowina_down a
l5 year old girl,‘ (Daily irror
3.8.91, ,l5 .
‘Car Killer is Jailed," ‘John Durkan killed two men in a horrific
high speed crash, Durkan, was already banned for 5 years for drink
driving when his van ploughed into
the men's car at 95 mph. e was
jailed for 40 months and banned
from driying for l5 years," (Daily
Hirror 2o,l .91),
‘UPC on Rescue Dash," Sergeant Josh
Jones was attacked by a drunken
motorist yelling '1' 1 kill you!
You're dead!" and was savaged to
such an extent that he had his
uniform torn to_shreds. The
attacker was Jailed for one month,"
(Daily Mirror l7,l2.9l),

‘Drive on, Pensioner who killed 3
is told,‘ ‘Nellie Hole, a 72 year
old retired nurse, popped along to
the shops in her Rover 827. Her out
of control car careered through a
shoppin centre mowing down l_ people killing three before ramming a
lamppost l D yards away, It was
claimed in her defence that interference from a cabbie‘s radio messages caused something to go wrong
with the car‘s compu er. he was
found guilty of careless driving

and was fined £300 and given D penalty points which means she was
able to drive again, (Daily Mirror
2l,l2.90, p.51.
_
‘A motorist involved in a fatal,
accident was found guilty of driving without due care and attention
by Callington magistrates on Thursday and fined £4 ,“ (quoted in
‘Autogeddon‘ p,97),
.
‘Jail for Death Crash Lawyer,“ “A
drunken lawyer who killed a van
driver in a crash was Jailed for 2l
months yesterday, Solicitor John

MURDERER
M URPHY FIN ED
0

SIMON MURPHY OF Ovei: llallop was
ﬁned only £250 for diziving into three
festival-go'ers - ldlling Miranda Hood
‘Last Summer Solst:i.c:'e (see GA25).
lie was
drunk,
and
urdnsured and said he was going to
"get. some l'iippi.m" on the night of the
'acc.ident'.
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Stocks who had drunk two bottles of
vine the night before was still
twice over he alcohol limit when
his car crashed into the van,‘
(Daily Mirror 8.2.92),
v)

Le alized Murder.

(Hm; if 1% seems that the only way
to kill someone and get away with

it is to run them over in a car,
then this is exactly what some
beople have donel,_ _
_
Murderer Murphy Fined,“ Simon
Murphy of Dyer allop yas fined
only 250 for driving into three
people, He was drunk, disqualified
and uninsured and_said he was going
to to ‘bet some hippies“ on the
night o the accident,“ (Green
Anarchist, Summer l99l),.
‘mercy for Army wife killer,i ‘The
army wife who ran down and killed
her husband's lover was ,, put on
probation for l2 months by a court
martial," (Daily Mirror 8.2.92),
vig‘

Aliiotorlists W l
urder ning s as e L.

‘Driver Caught on Hop,“ Dave Pawson
smashed into an escaped wallaby A
along the A19 near Middlesborougn,
A North Yorks police spokesman
said, “You can run down as many
wallabies as you like with compl
til --to
impunity,“ (Daily Mirror 16,
vii)
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Hitler Used Cagg
to Murder Peoplg._

(HM; when Hitler initiated his
genocide policy the first mass
death tec nique fed exhaust pipes
into the back of large vans to *
poison_people with carbon
monoxide),
‘Now massive doseges_of carbon
monoxide are apat etically inhaled
throughout the global autoreich,“
(‘Autogeddon‘ p.32),
viii)
Who was
the Biziestyﬁurderer —
Henrg Eorg an; if Eitler?

(hm; eathcote Williams claims that
since the invention of the motorcar
nearly l7 million people have been
killed in car accidents, This is
probably an underestimate, It would
e interesting to know how many
have been kil ed by fords. The _
question which has to be asked is,
‘who is the biggest murderer, Ford
or Hitlerl‘, l_ might be of some
interest to point out that Henry
and Adolf were on friendly terms),
‘l regard Henry Ford as my inspiration,‘ (Adolf Hitler, quoted in
'Autogeddon‘ p,l2Dl, 1
‘we look to Heinrich (Henry) Ford
as the leader of the growing _
fascist party in America," Hitler
quoted in ‘Autogeddon' p.120),

From KEVIN 0'l.0NE
ln Vordon, Germany
THE Army wife who ran
down and killed her husba.nd‘s lover was shown
mercy yesterday.
Christine Drgand. 42.
was put on pro tion for
12 months bag a. court martial. on con tion she goes
into a. leading psychiatric
17ur'
hospital in London.
She had -admitted manO/my
slaughter due to diminishe responsibiligr.
MMROQ
And two psyo at:-ists
said she was mentally unwhen she killed 343’-2-‘l2 stable
year-old Marika Sparfeldt in her Saab car.
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i) Dri en t

Des air.

(hm: There are a miniscuIe_number
of people who have been driven to
take desperate measures because of
the sufferings inflicted on them by
callous motorists, The Hundi club
does not seek to encourage people
to smash up cars or to take revenge
on motorists who murderer people
but, given that such events have
happened, we see no reason why such
actions should not be praised and
duly celebrated).
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BUCKS: An arsonist left a
trail of destruction on
the sprawling Lakes Estate at Bletchley, near
Mi1ton_ Keynes, yesterday after setting ﬁre to
14 cars in less than an
hour.

‘An arsonist left a trail of destruction on the sprawling Lakes
Estate at Blectc lay, near Hilton
Keynes, yesterday a ter setting
fire go 4 cars n less than in
hour, (Dxford Hail 6.8.90),
‘A few weeks ago I took delivery of
i_new Rolls Royce. Dn Saturday
night I left l parked in a quiet
road near my house. Dn Sunday morning I woke o find every window
bgSbbed,' Jonathon King, (Class Dar

